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Abstract: 
 
Appropriate understanding of customers’ needs plays a major role in the success of 
the commercial enterprises. 
Customers’ needs interact with their perceived values; hence, understanding 
Customer Value is a key to success in almost all transactions including online 
shopping. 
 
Development of online shopping also depends on appropriate defining of customers’ 
values and with due consideration to the fail and fall of large companies such as 
WebVan in the US (that was incorporated with huge investment) in-depth surveys on 
customers’ values has got importance and several researches have been conducted in 
the US and Europe, especially in the Scandinavian countries. 
 
The present research is to investigate the Customers’ Values in that are proactively 
influential on e-grocery shopping in the Iranian market. 
This has been achieved through a survey among the SHAHR VAND Chain Store 
Co.’s customers who have been asked to provide information in this respect through 
questionnaire. 
 
The results proved that the Customers’ Values are similar to elsewhere, but with 
different ranking. 
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Chapter 1 :  Introduction of Thesis 
 
 

Chapter One 
 

1. Introduction 

In this chapter the general background and the research problem, problem statement, 

research questions, and research objectives of our thesis will be provided. 

1.1 General background 

The present century has been named “The population explosion century” and “The 
information explosion century”.  
  
There are deep sited reasons to believe that “the information explosion” has made so 
drastic changes in the life of human beings in every aspect, that, this event can be 
named “Information Revolution” and ranks atop “The Industrial Revolution”.    
This revolution has become possible by evolution of information technology and 
innovation of “Internet”. 
 
On the other hand, “The population explosion” has made the cities larger and the 
distances longer. This has resulted in accessibility of demands, no matter the type and 
form, by everybody who is in need of, in a poor and unsatisfactorily manner. 
   
Internet in its turn has made remarkable changes in the business environment and has 
eliminated distances between the suppliers and customers, clients and contractors, 
sellers and purchasers, information seekers and providers, service seekers and 
providers, etc. 
 
In this research, we are going to investigate the extent of Information Technology and 
application of Internet in e-Business as a whole, and e-grocery in particular, in the 
Iranian Market, focusing on Customer Values. 
  
In this research we also will look into what the effective factors concerning customer 
values and the effects of e-grocery on customer values are in the Iranian market.  
 
1.2 Research Problem  
 
Customer values are in the focal point of marketers. These values shall be determined 
and defined, then shall be satisfied and evolved. 
 
E-business diversifies the distribution channels and involves different customer 
values. 
In the Iranian market, e-business is growing, and e-grocery can also grow rapidly at 
its shadow. 
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Chapter 1 :  Introduction of Thesis 
 
The evolution of e-grocery in the Iranian market depends on recognizing and 
defining of the customer values and realizing their effects on performance and 
development of e-grocery. 
 
1.3 Problem Statement  
As stated in “General Background” above, the interaction between “Population 
Explosion” and “Information Explosion” and the consequences which have resulted 
in innovation of “Information Technology” is an obvious fact. 
 
Internet is one of the most powerful engines in development of Information 
Technology. 
 
E-Business is one of the outcomes of internet. 
 
The recent introduction and growth of e-Business has brought about quite a number 
of opportunities for both businesses and customers. 
 
E-grocery as one of the fast growing fields of e-business involves some advantages, 
by which, the customers are benefited and its development is embedded in 
understanding and appreciation of these advantages. 
 
In fact, development of e-grocery is not only a consequence of population growth, or, 
because people living in the large cities and having to spend much of their time in 
commuting, or being busy with their jobs, have no choice but to appreciate it, 
nonetheless besides all, e-grocery has been able to provide them with satisfaction in 
many aspects. 
 
With the Internet as a commercial medium, new ways of doing business have 
developed in almost every industry sector. In some sectors, new and efficient Internet 
business models have gained a strong foothold, whereas in others, business is done on 
the Web primarily in identical manners as on the physical markets (B.Anckar, 2002). 
 
The internet as a whole can be viewed as a value added service, with the value being 
information (Bengamine & Wingant, 1995). 
 
Of all the categories of goods that companies have attempted to sell over the Internet, 
few have been trickier than groceries (Baker, 2000). 
 
Tigert (2001) asserts that a number of factors seem to be significant reasons for the 
collapse of many pure play Internet grocery retailers: 
First, they have failed in achieving a competitive advantage over the traditional 
’’Bricks and Mortar’’ food retailers on those dimensions that drive the consumer 
store/channel choice process. Second, they have failed in developing profitable 
business models and, third, they have dramatically overestimated the size of the 
market for grocery shopping from the home.  
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As a result, no company has so far succeeded in making a profit in this business 
(Baker, 2000; Ring and Tigert, 2001). 
Nevertheless, the convenience provided by e-grocery is the top priority to meet online 
consumers’ needs (Lohse & Spiller, 1998). 
 
Several factors seem to hinder the suitability of this product category for 
e-commerce: 

 First, groceries are and will always remain tangible offerings, meaning that a full 
commercial cycle is unattainable via a network. 

 Second, groceries are perishable products, which would suggest that consumers 
generally prefer to physically examine the quality of the products prior to the 
purchase (Canedy, 1999; Baker, 2000). 

 Third, due to the tangibility and the perishable nature of the offerings, the  
e-grocery business will remain local in character. 

 Fourth, due to the high operational costs involved in e-grocery (cf. Ka¨ma¨ra¨inen 
et al., 2001), prices are unlikely to be competitive on the Web (B.Anckar, 2002). 
 
A viable reason for the reluctance of consumers to trade on the Internet lies in the fact 
that the initial Web services have offered little – if any – added value for potential 
customers in comparison to traditional methods of shopping (B.Anckar, 2002).  
 
Gupta and Chatterjee (1997) consider the reasons for purchasing reluctance to be security 
and privacy concerns, credibility and reliability of Web vendors. 
Burke (1997) argues that many people are also reluctant to try new technologies. Jones 
and Biasiotto (1999) argue that until consumers feel comfortable with the technology, 
adoption rates for Internet shopping remain low in most retail categories.  
In this case none of these reasons became a barrier, as the customers were regular users 
of e-mail and the Web, and the Retailer and particularly the Wholesaler were also well 
known to the customers. 
Sheth and Sisodia (1997) argue that a significant barrier to broader adoption of home 
shopping is greater value consciousness and the delivery charge, and that the future 
success of marketers will depend on their ability to deliver total customer convenience 
(H.Ahola, 2000).  
It is believed that customers do estimate which offer will deliver the most value for 
them. They are believed to be value-maximizers, within the bounds of search costs 
and limited knowledge, mobility and income. 
 It is also believed that buyers will buy from the firm that they perceive to offer the 
highest customer delivered value. 
Customer delivered value is the difference between the total customer value and total 
customer cost.  
The total customer value is the bundle of benefits customers expect from a given 
product or service (product value, services value, personnel value and image value).  
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Total customer cost is the bundle of costs customers expect to incur in evaluating, 
obtaining, and using the product or service (monetary cost, time cost, energy cost and 
psychic cost) (Kotler P. 1997) (H.Ahola, 2000). 
 
K.Tanskanen (2002) states that disabled people and people not owning car, also busy 
double-income families are generally considered a potential user of           e-grocery 
services. 
 
The critical question is therefore if e-grocery offers sufficient value that all or most 
types of consumers could be considered as potential customers. This, in turn, depends 
on both the quality of the service that the e-grocery offers and on the customers’ 
valuation of their spare time (K.Tanskanen, 2002). 
 
According to B.Anckar, (2002), from the perspective of a single grocery retailer, 
online or offline, customer value can be created in four different ways; namely, by 
offering: 
1- Competitive prices; 
2- A broad and/or specialized assortment; 
3- Superior shopping convenience; and 
4-Superior customer service (in all these four broad categories, a comparison to 
physical retail outlets as well as competing online grocers is implied). 
 
What does a grocery retailer need to do to set up a profitable e-grocery channel?  
 
K.Tanskanen, (2002) states that, six actions that together outline a blueprint for 
setting up a successful e-grocery operation can be listed as below: 

i. Focus on customer density and build operating systems locally – copy and paste           
the working system to make it big. 

ii. E-grocery is loyalty business – build and maintain trust. 

iii. The buying power should be at least as strong as supermarkets have. 

iv. Take care of operational efficiency and provide a high service level – utilize 
reception boxes and start with a store based service – switch to a hybrid model and 
build dedicated fulfillment centers when local business volumes justify it. 

v. A good ordering interface and availability of product information are basic 
requirements,  e-Demand and e-Category management are powerful new 
opportunities. 

vi. Enlarge the range of products offered to high margin non-grocery items when an 
effective logistics system to households is built and there is a base of loyal 
customers.  

 
Is daily food suitable for Web format?  
Peterson et al. (1997) argue that when products are low cost and frequently 
purchased, the conventional retail channel tends to dominate the Internet channel with  
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respect to transaction and distribution function, because, these functions do not offer 
economies of scale to the Internet marketer.  
However, they conclude that if the value proposition is intangible or informational, 
the advantage shifts to the Internet marketer.  
 
On the other hand, Burke (1997) suggests several reasons for marketing food on the 
Web. For example, everyone has to eat, and shopping for food in a conventional store 
takes a lot of time and grocery shopping is also inefficient.  
In addition, most people do not like grocery shopping (Burke, 1997); (cf. Boedeker 
1997).  
 
Yet, daily consumer goods may not be the easiest product category to move from a 
physical to a virtual environment (H.Ahola, 2000). 
 
Is there a suitable segment for Web marketing?  
Sheth and Sisodia (1997) argue that evolving technology and changing lifestyles are 
the driving forces moving consumers towards the Web.  
As people start to change the way they work, communicate, and spend their leisure 
time, they will change the way they do business with companies.  
Women who are affluent, technically literate, and interested in shopping (Järvenpää, 
S. L. and Todd P. A. 1997.), consumers who have time or mobility constraints, 
including dual-income households, single-parent families, and the disabled (Burke, 
1997) and shoppers who already have computers, high-speed connections and 
computing skills (Gupta, S. and Chatterjee, R. 1997.) are all potential customers. The 
hi-tech-consumers in this case provide a most promising segment for Web shopping 
(H.Ahola, 2000). 
 
Iran has a relatively young population, with a considerably high growth rate. 
 
Iranian cities are growing rapidly and industrial estates and workplaces are getting 
farther and more distant from the residential districts.  
Therefore, time and distance are becoming critical factors in the Iranians’ daily life. 
 
To date, little research has been completed regarding e-grocery in Iran. 
This roots in this fact that e-grocery is not popular in Iran yet, due to unavailability of 
infrastructures, such as but not limited to, unavailability of credit cards and supportive 
banking system, and poor data communication systems.  
However, recently some department stores and a few numbers of pioneers have 
started with e-grocery, using debit cards, while operating in very limited areas and in 
a very primitive level. 
 
However, having a relatively young population, Iran has a good potential which can 
be considered as a development ground for e-grocery, once it is in place and well 
introduced. 
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1.4  Research Questions 
 
The following research questions can be formulated based on the presented 
Introduction and the captioned Problem Statement: 
 
Research Main Question  : “What are the effects of e-grocery on  
                                               customer values in the Iranian Market?”  
 
Research Sub-question 1 :  “What customer values are more concerned 
                                              in e-grocery in the Iranian Market ?” 
Research Sub-question 2 :  “What customer values are more effective 
                                              in e-grocery in the Iranian Market ?” 
 
Research Sub-question 3 :  “What market segment(s) can be targeted for  
                                              e-grocery in the Iranian Market ?” 
 
Research Sub-question 4 :  “How the effective customer values are ranked   
                                             in the targeted segments for e-grocery in the   
                                            Iranian Market ?” 
 

1.5  Research Objectives 
 
This research is aiming at understanding and defining the effects of e-Grocery  on 
Customers’ Values in the Iranian Market, in order for development of this field of e-
Business, with due consideration to the potentials of its up-growth, which is a result 
of population growth and evolvement of Internet application in Iran.     
 
In this context, this research is trying to find the market segments in Iran, in which, e-
grocery may be most appreciated, and will define the customer values in these 
segments, with regard to customers’ behavior and customers’ desires. 
 
We also will rank the values that aid stimulating the customers in order for 
proceeding further with e-grocery in these segments, as well. 
  

The usage of different sources is called “Triangulation”. This means that the 
researcher has the opportunity to obtain multiple measures of the same phenomenon, 
which in turn adds to the validity (Yin, 1994). 
 
 In this research, it is intended to, if required, conduct multiple case studies, in order 
for improve the validity of data. 
 
It l includes interviews and questionnaires in the conducted field survey. 
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Chapter Two  
  
Literature Review and Frame of References 
 
2.1   Introduction 

In this chapter, we have focused on recent literatures published in Journals.  
This chapter has been structured and ordered according to the research main and sub 
questions, provided in Chapter one. In doing so, we have passed the main and sub-
questions of our research through the literatures, and pick up the relevant references 
and cues and construct our Frame of References accordingly. 
We have tried to review the selected literatures and pick the hints and references and 
bring them in this Chapter in a general to specific order. In this context, at the first 
stage, general key factors and terms e.g., grocery & grocery industry, internet, e-
commerce and customer value, etc., have been defined, using definitions and 
descriptions provided in the literatures and books. Then, the key factors on the sub 
questions such as price, convenience, choice, etc., have been defined as explained in 
the literatures.   
In order to fulfill this purpose, chronology and priority of tasks have been considered 
and observed. 
The reliability and recentness of literatures have been our main concern and have 
been considered.      
 
2.2  Grocery & Grocery Industry 

“Groceries and other food retailers operate in one of the more mundane, yet 
fundamental and pervasive industry segments in the world. Everyone eats, thus 
everyone must purchase food from some retail outlet. Consequently, the Grocery 
industry is a huge, fragmented and enormously competitive environment”. (Kelly 
Delaney et al, 2003 pp.187)  
 
“Food retailing accounts for 36 recent all retail turnover in Great Britain (Central 
Statistical Office, 1990). In the UK food is the largest single category of household 
expenditure and together with other groups, which are partly sold in supermarkets, 
such as household goods, leisure goods, clothing, tobacco and alcoholic drink account 
for a large share of consumer shopping (Central Statistical Office, 1991)”. (Russell 
Aylott et al, 1998,. pp.363)  
 
“Multiple retail companies now dominate the sector, to the threat and decline small 
independent businesses (Verdict, 1996; Dawson, 2000). These independent stores 
face increased pressure from the multiple retailers’ superstores, small stores formats 
(such as the high street Metro stores) and petrol forecourts, and many are being 
squeezed out of existence altogether (Crewe and Forster, 1993).” “Independents who 
“enjoyed” over 60 per cent of the market share in 1950 have seen this market share 
halve by 1995 to just over 30 per cent (Sparks and Findlay, 2000).” (Adelina 
Broadbridge et al,  pp.394)  
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2.3  Internet 

Internet is: “the name given to the collective electronic network of computers 
and computer networks which are inter-connected throughout the world – started with 
the ARPAnet at the US Dept. of Defense. (Steven C.Perkins 
(sperkins@andromeda.rutgers.edu)) 
 
“The internet as a concept dates back to the cold war. This concept was developed as 
networks of computers which were remotely linked by the US  Department of 
Defense in order to counteract vulnerability to enemy attack. ARPANET (Advanced 
Research Projects Agency Network) was then established in the late 1960s to network 
US government defense institutions, and the standards which were developed for this 
system remain at the core of the internet.” (R. A. Opoku et al, 2004, pp. 3) 
 
 “Until the advent of World.Wide.Web in 1990, the Internet was almost entirely 
unknown outside universities and corporate research departments and was accessed 
command line interfaces such as telnet and FTP. Since then it has grown to become 
an almost-ubiquitous aspect of modern information systems, becoming highly 
commercial and a widely accepted medium for all sorts of customer relations such as 
advertising, brand building, and ON-LINE sales and services.” (The Free on-line 
Dictionary of Computing- 1993- 2004 Denis Howe)  
 
“The Word Wide Web can be best described as a gopher in disguise, in that the menu 
has been made more visually interesting by the addition of graphics, pictures and 
sound.” (Ning Chen et al , 2004, pp. 1)  

    

In “hyper Dictionary” Internet is defined as “ a computer network consisting of a 
worldwide network of computer networks that use the TCP/IP network protocols to 
facilitate data transmission and exchange” . 
 
Internet refers to the global information system that: 

1 is logically linked together by globally unique address space based on the 
“Internet Protocol (IP)”, or its subsequent extensions follow-ones; 

2 is able to support communications using the Transmission Control Protocol 
(TCP/IP) suite or its subsequent extension follow-ones, and/or other IP-
compatibles; and 

3 provides uses or makes accessible, either publicly or privately, high level services 
layered on the communications and related infrastructure described herein.(Federal 
Networking Council (FNC) – Internet Monthly Report, October 1995)  

 
“The explosive growth of the Internet has revolutionized many aspects of daily life 
(Fetto, 1999; Ruttedge, 2000). Recent statistics tell us that people the world over are 
using the  
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Chapter 2 : Literature Review and Frame of References 
 
internet in ever-increasing numbers, with estimate ranging from 505 million (Global 
Reach, 2001) to 513.41 million people online throughout the world (NUA Ltd, 2001). 
There 
Chapter 2 :  sfdsfdfdg 
is much to be learned about how the Internet fits in people’s lives, how they use it as 
a part of a set of choices, and what deters them from using it for certain purposes, 
such as making purchases.” (Carol Kaufman-Scarborough et al, 2002, pp. 333)   
   
 
“The Internet is one such recent breakthrough that is taking place worldwide, and 
today more than 25,000 people gain Internet access every hour. This growth offers 
great opportunities and great challenges for existing businesses and potential 
customers.”  
“…, the Internet allows consumers to seek the lowest price, and a firm can solicit bids 
from more suppliers.” (Zita Zoltary Paprika, 2003- pp 26) 
 
 
 
2.4  E-Commerce 

 E-Commerce consists of the buying, selling, marketing and servicing of 
products or services over computer network. (BambooWeb Dictionary) 
 
 “E-Commerce is defined as: “the purchase of goods, services or other financial 
transactions in which the interactive process is mediated by information or digital 
technology at both locationally separate ends of interchange. 
Electronic commerce is part of the broader world of e-business, a term which 
encompasses everything from web based EDI to the offering of a kidney, marijuana 
or even an unborn baby on a consumer-to-consumer auction site, from electronic 
procurement to e-banking a web-based customer servicing.” (Jason Rutter and Dale 
Southerton, 2000)   
 
“Sheth and Sisodia argue that evolving technology and changing lifestyles are the 
driving forces moving consumers towards the Web.” (Helena Ahola et al, 2000, pp. 4)         
    
“According to the (Chartered Institute of Marketing), marketing can be defined as: 
The management process for identifying, anticipating and satisfying customer 
requirements profitably. 
There are many, varied definitions of e-commerce: Zwass’s (1996); definition of e-
commerce is adopted describing Internet commerce as: “The sharing of business 
information, maintaining business relationships, and conducting business transactions 
by means of Internet-based technology.” (Chia Chi Lin, 2003)    
 
“Reduced transaction costs and barriers to entry have brought the e-commerce 
economy closer to the utopian concept of perfect competition, which assumes 
complete access to information, many buyers and sellers, zero transaction costs, and 
no barriers to entry or exit.” (Zita Zoltary Paprika, 2003-pp26) 
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“E-commerce is based on the expedient decision-making approach. It supports 
customers’ requirements for speed and comfort. Therefore buying online is not a big 
challenge or cultural shock for Western shoppers, but it is quite unusual for the 
reflective customers of the east. In the Western marketplace, e-commerce does not 
change people’s shopping habits and traditions, only the channel of the transaction. 
Moreover, because goods are less expensive online than in shopping malls, people are 
stimulated to shop online.” (ibid) 
 “Reflective shoppers get some support from e-commerce as well. They like to 
investigate products precisely and consciously.” (ibid) 
“”However, e-commerce offers the opportunity for quick choices and lets customers 
surf and learn about all options. Because of its fast development and acceptance, e-
commerce could modify customer behavior and shopping habits in the West and East. 
Entrepreneurial and investment opportunities exist in e-commerce across three 
evolutionary stages: 

• Companies that serve domestic markets only, 
• Those that serve a geographical region’s population, and 
• Those that serve worldwide markets. 

Opportunities within each stage reflect the maturity of a country’s market and 
business infrastructure. For greater success, e-commerce needs to recognize the 
different cultural backgrounds and needs of Eastern and Western people.” (ibid) 
 
“Savoie & Raisinghani (1999)  state that: e-commerce is the current manifestation of a 
wave to provide a customer with instant access to all the products/services he/she 
could need or want at any given time and the touch of a button. Fiore (2001) argues 
that: e-commerce means selling products, services and information over the Net. 
Based on Bloch et al.’s definition for e-commerce, Murphy (2001) extends this to include; 
activities such as the provision of information to customers, marketing and support 
activities. According to Anderson Consulting (1999) e-commerce can be defined as: the 
conduct of business among e-enterprise [1] and consumers, where e-business means: 
A business enterprise with the capability to exchange value electronically.” (Chia Chi 
Lin, 2003.)   
  
 
E-business is associated with advantages/disadvantages/barriers and successes, as 
described hereunder: 
 
“The increased use of the Internet has suggested that there may be many advantages 
to both suppliers and customers in using e-commerce in a Web-based environment. 
However, disadvantages have also been expressed. E-commerce has at least five 
disadvantages: 

(1)- The largest is the lack of physical contact (human interaction), which 
prevents scrutiny of products and lack of face-to-face interaction. (Skyrme, 
2001)  
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(2)- Communication is different on the Internet because the interaction between 
the Website and the customer is often one way, the Web site providing 
information to the customer. (Cox and Dale, 2001)  

(3)- It is difficult to capture visitors’ attention as the Internet offers millions of 
Web sites. 

(4)- A staggering volume of information has expressed the uneven quality to 
customers. 

(5)- Online users are more upscale and technically oriented than the general 
population, making them ideal for computers, electronics, and financial 
services but less so for mainstream products (Kotler, 2000).” (ibid) 

 
“One further aspect of electronic shopping however is the effect of such shopping on 
customer loyalty. Without any direct contact between the customer and any of the 
staff of the company it becomes much harder to affect that loyalty and customers are 
more able to switch between outlets. The quality of service provided is the only factor 
which can affect that loyalty, and the accountability effect becomes less obvious. A 
customer will demonstrate a failure in the required level of accountability in the 
electronic environment, not by complaining but by switching to an alternative 
supplier. Consequently that accountability must be focused on in terms of customer 
satisfaction.” (ibid) 
“ Arthur Andersen/Rosen (2000) point out that some of the causes of problems such as 
conservatism in shopping habits, limitations in bandwidth technology, distribution 
problems, and lack of profitability of e-tailors are also important to influence the 
development of e-commerce. 
Moreover, Kotler (2000) indicates the following key barriers to e-commerce growth:                   

  •  limited consumer exposure and buying; 
  •  Skewed user demographics and psychographics; 
  •  Security; 
  •  Privacy; 
  •  Consumer backlash; and ethical concerns over the use of “cookies”. 

Other barriers for e-commerce include poorly organized sites, slow downloads, and 
difficulties in finding information, according to McQuitty and Peterson (2000). 
Finally Oliver (1997)  has especially considered that the critical questions for 
ecommerce growth are whether customers will accept an electronic form of receiving 
information and performing transactions instead of the physical shopping experience 
is one of life’s small rituals and social pleasures. ” (ibid) 
 
2.5  Electronic Shopping (e. Shopping) & e-Groceries 

“As the economy and society have changed, so retailers have responded and 
shopping as an activity has altered enormously (Dawson and Broadbridge, 1988). Food 
retailing is one of the most dynamic and rapidly changing sectors of British industry 
bearing little comparison with the business that operated 50 years ago.” (Adelina 
Broadbridge et al, 2002- pp.394)    
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“Online shopping is a relatively recent phenomenon, giving consumers the 
opportunity to perform at least one aspect of the buying process online.” 
According to (Anderson & Henrikson, 2000); “Electronic grocery shopping has been 
defined as shopping when at least part of the transaction is started electronically via 
third party services or the Internet, but paying and logistics are not necessarily 
performed digitally.” (Carl Lewis, et al, 2003-pp.207)  
 
“The business model of an E-Shop represents one form of electronic commerce where 
the sellers and buyers interact electronically, except for deliveries.” (Helena Ahola et al, 
2000 pp.2)         
   
“Burke suggests several reasons for marketing food on the Web. For example, 
everyone has to eat, and shopping for food in a conventional store takes a lot of time 
and grocery shopping is also inefficient. In addition, most people do not like grocery 
shopping; cf. Boedker. Yet, daily consumer goods may not be the easiest product 
category to move from a physical to a virtual environment.” (ibid) 
       
“With the steady growth of electronic commerce, many traditional retailers find that 
the Internet is a new channel of selling their goods. More and more conventional 
retailers have started selling online.” (ibid) 
 
“Ward & Lee (2000) examined whether consumers used brands as sources of 
information when shopping online. They found that recent adopters of the internet 
would be less proficient at searching and would rely more on brands. Thus, online 
shoppers are more likely to buy goods from the online braches of the well established 
traditional retailers even if they charge higher prices.” (Xiaolin Xing et al, 2004)   
 
“With the Internet as a commercial medium, new ways of doing business have 
developed in almost all industries. ….. As far as the suitability of groceries for e-
commerce is concerned, differing opinions have been presented in the academic and 
the business press since the mid-1990s: 

• grocery e-tailing is about to become big business (Adersen Consulting, 1998) 

• the biggest on-line market” (Killgren, 1999), 
,while others (e.g Corral, 1999) have been far less optimistic about the future of 
electronic grocery shopping (EGS).  
Although there may be a continuing uncertainty about the viability of EGS (Baker, 
2000), the widespread demise of online grocers, including many big players and 
ambitious projects (see Ring and Tigret, 2001) has certainly made the pessimistic view 
prevalent among researchers, industry representatives, and investors. (Bill Ankar et al, 
2002)  
 
“Selling groceries over the Internet is a tricky business (Baker 2000) due to several 
factors which seem to hinder the suitability of this product category for e-commerce, 
i.e.: 
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• groceries are and will always remain tangible offerings, meaning that a full 
commercial cycle is unattainable via a network. 

• groceries are perishable products, which would suggest that consumers 
generally prefer to physically examine the quality of the product prior to the 
purchase (Canedy 1999; Baker, 2000) 

• due to the tangibility and the perishable nature of the offerings, the e-grocery 
business will remain local in character 

• due to the high operational costs involved in e-grocering (cf.Kämäräonen et al., 
2000), prices are unlikely to be competitive on the Web.”(ibid) 

“Having considered the daily grocery shopping as a chore the consumers dislikes 
most next to going to the dentist (Corral, 1999), Electronic-Grocery-Shopping (EGS) is 
associated with some undeniable benefits.” (ibid) 
“However, at the same time, there are some viable reasons for reluctance of 
consumers to broadly adopt with EGS, namely: 

• security and privacy concerns, credibility and reliability of Web vendors (Gupta and 
Chatterjee 1997) 

• reluctance of many people to try new technologies (Burke 1997) 
• high delivery charges (Sheth and Sisodia 1997)” 

Notwithstanding the arguments and contradicting reasons and examples about 
advantages and disadvantages of e-grocery, “Hamilton (1999) believes that: e-shopping 
offers a service that is more or less impossible to implement for physical retailers, e.g. 
offering specialty foods, items that are novel, foreign or challenging to track down 
locally, which grocers can do it well on-line.”   (ibid) 
“As overall E-Commerce actively continues its steady expansion social and economic 
trends indicate potential in the E-Grocery sector. The E-Grocery sector is still an 
emerging market, with a low adoption rate in both market coverage and customer 
base.” 
“Preliminary results indicate that an ideal consumer for E-Grocery services (either 
pick-up or delivery) is 25 to 44 years old, has at least a college degree, household 
income between $50,000. and $100,000., and is likely to have children. These 
consumers are also less price sensitive than in-store shoppers because they have high 
opportunity costs of their time and more interested in convenience than price.” (Casie 
Berning et al, 2004) 
 
“Is daily food suitable for Web format? Peterson et al. argues that when products are 
low cost and frequently purchased, the conventional retail channel tends to dominate 
the Internet channel with respect to transaction and distribution function, because 
these functions do not offer economies of scale to the Internet marketer. However, 
they conclude that if the value proposition is intangible or informational, the 
advantage shifts to the Internet marketer. On the other hand, Burke suggests several 
reasons for marketing food on the Web. For example, everyone has to eat, and 
shopping for food in a conventional store takes a lot of time and grocery shopping is 
also inefficient. In addition, most people do not like grocery shopping; cf. Boedeker . 
Yet, daily consumer goods may not be the easiest product category to move from a 
physical to a virtual environment.” (Ahola, H. et al, 2000.) 
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“Is there a suitable segment for Web marketing? Sheth and Sisodia argue that evolving 
technology and changing lifestyles are the driving forces moving consumers towards 
the Web. As people start to change the way they work, communicate, and spend their 
leisure time, they will change the way they do business with companies. Women who 
are affluent, technically literate, and interested in shopping, consumers who have time 
or mobility constraints, including dual-income households, single-parent families, and 
the disabled  and shoppers who already have computers, high-speed connections and 
computing skills are all potential customers. The hi-tech-consumers in this case 
provide a most promising segment for Web shopping.” (ibid) 
 
“Most of the strategic efforts in the Internet-grocery business today focus on 
improving the purchasing transaction and physical distribution of goods. 
Unfortunately, without offering their customers more value, simply improving 
ordering and fulfillment does not make Internet-grocery shopping a viable competitor 
to the current supermarket business model. Some of the potential new “values” 
include operating concepts (Sameros et al., 2000), with different service levels (Punakivi 
and Saranen, 2001; Punakivi et al., 2001).”        
 
“What does a grocery retailer need to do to set up a profitable e-grocery channel? 
Next, we will present six actions that together outline a blueprint for setting up a 
successful e-grocery operation: 

  (1) Focus on customer density and build operating systems locally – copy and 
paste the working system to make it big. 

  (2) E-grocery is loyalty business – build and maintain trust. 
  (3) The buying power should be at least as strong as supermarkets have. 
  (4) Take care of operational efficiency and provide a high service level – 

utilize reception boxes and start with a store-based service – switch to a 
hybrid model and build dedicated fulfillment centers when local business 
volumes justify it. 

  (5) A good ordering interface and availability of product information are basic 
requirements e-Demand and e-Category management are powerful new 
opportunities. 

  (6) Enlarge the range of products offered to high margin non-grocery items 
when an effective logistics system to households is built and there is a base 
of loyal customers. ”  (ibid) 

 
“If the e-grocers want to take a substantial piece of the grocery market, they have to 
offer their customers more value for their money than traditional grocers. The 
question is, however, whether the current business model of the e-grocers is sufficient 
for creating this additional value. 
  A study entitled “Early learnings” from Consumers Direct Cooperative, an Adersen 
Consulting led consortium of 31 organizations, identified six major groups of 
potential on-line grocery shoppers.  
 
These  six  groups  are  presented  in  below  table: 
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Major Groups of Online Grocery Shoppers 
No. Group Description 
1 Shopping avoiders Dislike grocery shopping 
2 Necessity users Limited in their ability to go to the store for some reason 
3 New technologists Typically young and comfortable with technology 
4 Time starved Insensitive to price and will pay extra to free up their schedule 
5 Responsibles Have available time and get an enhanced sense of self-worth from shopping
6 Traditional shoppers Older, avoid technology and genuinely enjoy shopping in a store 

*  (Johanna Smaros et al, 2000)          
 
2.6  The Iranian Market 

In order to have a better understanding about the environment in which this 
research is going to be done, we believe some general and basic information shall be 
provided. We have referred to internationally reliable sources and databases to select 
data and information that are relevant to our research topic and research criteria.  
  
 
2.6.1 Geographical information 

Iran, officially (The) Islamic Republic of Iran, republic (1995 est. pop. 
64,625,000.), 636,290. sq. mi (1,648,000. sq. km), SW Asia. The country’s name was 
changed from Persia to Iran in 1935. Iran is boarded on the north by Armenia, 
Azerbaijan, Turkmenistan, and the Caspian Sea; on the east by Afghanistan and 
Pakistan; on the south by the Persian Gulf and the Gulf of Oman; and on the west by 
Turkey and Iraq. 
The Shatt al Arab forms part of the Iran-Iraq boarder. Tehran is the capital, largest 
city and the political, commercial, and industrial center of the nation. (World Bank)  
 
 
2.6.2 Land 

Physiographically, Iran lies within the Alpine-Himalaya mountain system and 
is composed of a vast central plateau rimmed by mountains. (The Columbia Encyclopedia,  
Sixth Edition) 
 

Country Background Information (Mid.2002) 
1 Poverty ( % of population below $ 1 a day) 2.0 
2 Adult Literacy rate ( % age 15 and under) 78.1 
3 Urban Population ( % of total population) 65.4 
4 GNI per capita (Atlas Method. $) 1,710.0   
5 GNI per capita (PPP. $) 6, 340.0 
6 GDP growth ( 1990-95 and 1995-2002. %) 4.0 

*Development Data Group, WORD BANK 
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 ICT  Infrastructure & Access(2001)  
1 Telephone mainline per 1000 people 169 
2 (Telephone mainline) in large cities per 1000 people 381 
3 Waiting list (Thousands) 1, 155 
4 Revenue per line $ 398 
5 Cost of local call ($ per 3 minutes) 0.02 
6 Mobile phone (per 1000 people) 32 
7 Daily Newspaper (per 1000 people) 28 
8 Radios (per 1000 people) 281 
9 Television sets (per 1000 people) 163 

             * Development Data Group, WORD BANK) 
 

Computer and Internet Access 
 Computers & Internet 2002 2003 

1 Personal computers (per 1000 people) 55.8 75.0 
2 Internet users 250.Thous 3.2 Mill. !! 

* Development Data Group, WORD BANK 
 

Population & People (1) 
 Population & Literacy 2002 2003 

1 Population (total, million) 65.5 66.4 
2 Population growth (annual %) 1.6 1.3 
3 Literacy total (% of age 15 and above) 74.8 (74.8+) 
4 Literacy Female (% of age 15 and above) 67.5 70.4 
5 Proportion of adolescent (10-19, %) --- 27.0 

*Development Data Group, WORD BANK 
 
Population & People (2) 

 Age Distribution & Rate 2000 
1 Population Ages 10-24 (% of total) 37.0 
2 Population Ages 10-24 24,800,000 

*PRB The World’s Youth 2000 
 
Population & People (3) 

 Age Distribution & Rate 2004 2002 
1 Population over age 65 (%) 5.0  
2 Population under age 15 (%) 33.0  
3 Urban population (%)  67.0 

*PRB 2004 World Population Data Sheet 
 
Population & People (4) 

 Gender Literacy & Rate 2000 
1 Male primary school enrolment (%) 86.0 
2 Female primary school enrolment (%) 89.0 

*UNFPA Population & Reproduction Health Country Profile, 2003) 
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Population & People (5) 

 Female Population & Labor Force 2000 
1 Total female 35,400,000 
2 Women age 15-49 18,800,000 
3 Women per 100 Men 96 
4 Fem. labor force participation(%,Ages15-64) 30.0 
5 Male labor force participation(%,Ages15-64) 80.0    

*PRB 2002 Women of Our World 
 

Population & People (6) 
 

 Genders’ Illiteracy Rate 2000 
1 Illiterate Female ages 15-19 (%) 15.0 
2 Illiterate Male ages 15-19 (%) 6.0 

 
 
 
 

*PRB The World’s Youth 2000 
 
2.7   Customer and Customer Value 

Customer is:  “Any person or organization involved in the channel of 
distribution or decision (other than competitors) whose action can affect the purchase 
of the firm’s product and services. It encompasses both the firm’s existing customers 
and those potential customers it seeks for the future. It focuses on those persons or 
organizations that can influence the decision to purchase the firm’s products and 
services. Thus, the notion of customer is broadened far beyond the entity (person, 
family, or organization) the exchange money (or goods ad services) for the firm’s 
products or services”. (Noel Capon et al, pp86) 
 
“The principal of customer value very simply states that success in targeted market 
segments is directly related to the firm’s ability to provide value to customers.  ……A 
corollary of this principal is that although firms develop, produce, and deliver 
products and services, customers perceive value only in the benefits that these 
products and services provide.” (Noel Capon et al, pp15)  
 
According to (Philip Kotler et al, pp 822), customer value is: “ the customer’s assessment 
of the product’s overall capacity to satisfy his or her needs.” 
“It is believed that customers do estimate which offer will deliver the most value for 
them. They are believed to be value-maximizers, within the bounds of search costs 
and limited knowledge, mobility and income. It is believed that buyers will buy from 
the firm that they perceive to offer the highest customer delivered value. Customer 
delivered value is the difference between the total customer value and total customer 
cost. The total customer value is the bundle of benefits customers expect from a given 
product or service (product value, service value, personnel value, and image value). 
Total customer cost is the bundle of costs customers expect to incur in evaluating, 
obtaining, and using the product or service (monetary cost, time cost, energy cost, and 
psychic cost). (Helena Ahola et al, 2000)         
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 “Customers face a vast array of product and brand choices, prices and suppliers. How 
do they make their choices? 
We believe that customers estimate which offer will deliver the most value. 
Customers are value examiners, within the bounds of search costs and limited 
knowledge, mobility and income. They form an expectation of value and act on it. 
Weather or not the offer lives up to the value expectation affects both satisfaction and 
purchase probability. 
Customer Perceived Value (CPV) is the difference between the prospective 
customer’s evaluation of all the benefits and all the costs of an offering and the 
perceived alternatives.” (Philip Kotler, pp60)  
 
Companies address needs by putting forth a value proposition, a set of benefits they 
offer to customers to satisfy their needs. The intangible value proposition is made 
physically by an offering, which can be a combination of products, services, 
information and experience. 
 
Value is given by: 
             Value =   Benefits =           Functional    benefits      +    Emotional        
Benefits                                 
                             Costs           Monetary Costs + Time Costs + Energy Costs + Psychic 
Costs    (Philip Kotler,  pp 11) 
 “Delivering superior customer value is a key to success in an increasingly 
competitive environment.” ( Charles W. Lamb, Jr. et al, pp. 10&19)   
 “From the perspective of a single grocery retailer, online or offline, customer value 
can created in four different ways; namely, by offering: 

1 competitive prices; 
2 a broad and/or specialized assortment; 
3 superior shopping convenience; and 
4 superior customer services  

(Ankar B. et al, 2002 ) 
“Blackwell et al. (2001, p. 147) indicates that: The winners in “clicks and order’’ retailing, 
like their predecessors in “bricks and mortar’’ retailing , will be those who know how 
to take care of the customer better than competitors and provide better solutions than 
were available to consumers in the past, which play a significant role in influencing 
customer satisfaction are customer need, customer value and customer cost. 
The technology of e-commerce determines what can be offered to customers, but only 
customers determine which of those technologies will be accepted. The key to 
success for e-commerce lies in knowing customers. Thus, much e-commerce research 
has been done regarding customer behavior, value and satisfaction. 
Customer delivered value is a result of comparison of total customer value with total 
customer cost. There are a number of models that have been developed to assist our 
understanding of value that customers expect from a given product or service (e.g. 
Engel et al., 1995; Murphy, 2001). For example, Holbrook (1999)  lists: efficiency, 
convenience and quality of products or services as customer value, and Ravald and 
Gronroos (1996) list:  
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purchase price, acquisition cost, transportation, risk of failure or poor performance, as 
customer cost.” ( Chia Chi Lin, 2003) 

“It is believed that customers do estimate which offer will deliver the most value for 
them. They are believed to be value-maximizes, within the bounds of search costs and 
limited knowledge, mobility and income. It is believed that buyers will buy from the 
firm that they perceive to offer the highest customer delivered value. 
Customer delivered value is the difference between the total customer value and total 
customer cost. The total customer value is the bundle of benefits customers expect 
from a given product or service (product value, services value, personnel value and 
image value). Total customer cost is the bundle of costs customers expect to incur in 
evaluating,  
obtaining, and using the product or service (monetary cost, time cost, energy cost and 
psychic cost). ’’ (Helena Ahola, et al, 2000)         
  
“To quote Harddrell (1994, cited in Danaher and Haddrell, 1996, p. 4):A review of the 
literature revealed over 40 different scales used to measure consumer product or 
service satisfaction, from retail to airline settings. As they mention, many different 
scales have been considered to measure customer satisfaction. Let’s consider three 
main scales which play a significant role in determining customer choices: 

(1)  Customer need; 
(2)  Customer value; and 
(3)  Customer cost." ( Chia Chi Lin, 2003) 

A deeper understanding of the interactions these should go a long way in enabling 
more effective measurement in the customer satisfaction field. (ibid) 
A fundamental concern of customer satisfaction is to understand why customers buy a 
range of products/services from a particular company or business. According to 
Solomon (1999), needs can be differentiated along two dimensions: 

(1)  Utilitarian (a desire to achieve some functional or practical benefit); and  
(2) Hedonic (an experiential need, involving emotional responses or fantasies). 

(ibid) 
One way of achieving customer satisfaction is through understanding customer value, 
as perceived value is considered an important contributor to customer satisfaction 
(Woodruff, 1997). Value is considered to be an important constituent of customer 
satisfaction. In shopping, a value is often held dear to many customers’ hearts. A 
person’s set of values plays a very important role in consumption activities many 
products and services are purchased because people believe these products will help 
to attain a value-related goal (Solomon, 1999, p. 117). Values affect customers in 
determining evaluative criteria, answering the question, “Is this product for me?’’  
Value can be defined as principles or standards of an individual, group, organization 
or society as whole (Kenny, 1994). They reflect an individual or collective judgment as 
to what is valuable or important in life. (ibid) 
Moreover, values are by their very nature abstract, vague and subjective (Kenny, 1994). 
They reflect what people do and what guides behavior, i.e. what is done at work and 
how it is done reflects the values people hold. (ibid)  
Values can and do mean various things to different customers. Woodruff and Gardial 
(1996) argue that satisfaction and value are complementary, yet distinct constructs. 
(ibid) 
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As Ravald and Gronroos (1996) observe the theories of consumer behavior research argue 
that “value” is constantly used in a context meaning values of consumers. Peter and 
Olson (1993), however, discuss another meaning of value, the value or utility the 
consumers receive when purchasing a product. Monroe (1990) defines customer 
perceived value as the ratio between perceived benefits and perceived sacrifice. (ibid)  
Kotler’s (2000) definition is similar to Monroe’s. Customer delivered value is the 
difference  
between total value and total customer cost. Total customer value is the bundle of  
benefits customers expect from a given product or service. Total customer cost is the  
bundle of costs customers expect to incur in evaluating, obtaining and using the 
product 
or service. Much research has been done in helping managers to understand what 
their customer value and to relate it developing marketing strategies (e.g. Mentzer et al., 
1997; Walters and Lancaster, 1999). 
Research suggests that the following major benefits for suppliers are involved, as 
witnessed by the views expressed of Kotler (2000) and Skyrme (2001): 

  • 24-hour, 365-day opening; 
  • Lower costs; 
  • Efficiency gains; 
  • Extended market reach; 
  • Quick adjustments to market conditions; 
  • Influence customer purchases; and 
  • Improved customer service. (ibid) 
 

According to Kotler (2000) and Skyrme (2001), e-commerce also provides a number of 
benefits to customers: 

  • Convenience; 
  • Information; 
  • Fewer hassles; 
  • Low procurement costs; 
  • Streamlined process; 
  • Private shopping; and 
  • Transaction can be instan.” (ibid) 

“Information technology can be of great help to improve the aspects of 
inconvenience. Electronic retailing will remove much of the pedestrian traffic, mean 
fewer shops, allow shoppers to shop from home, and generally reduce the location 
value of the retail premises which may be represented only by an Internet page. 
Open 24 hours per day, seven days per week, the Web is well suited to be the point of 
customer contact for a wide range of self-service applications (e.g. overnight 
shipping, technical, home banking and travel reservations) (Schwartz, 1997). It means 
that the electronic customer can “shop” at his/her leisure anywhere, at anytime, and 
always have the same level of service. The capability of Web sites provides 
information and service direct to customer efficiently, automating transactions/ 
servicing (Hughes, 2001). Shoppers who desire to make a purchase will find a number 
of relevant data if they spend time  
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searching for information online. In other words, the e-customer can know whether 
the shop has the type of product he/she is seeking easily.” (ibid) 
“The electronic channel permits an organization to provide customers with a range of 
value criteria: 

  •  Convenience; 
  •  Personalization and interactivity; 
  •  Availability of vendor information; 
  •  No pressure from salespeople; and 
  •  Saving of time.” (ibid) 

 
 “A survey was recently carried out among 243 US consumers who currently buy 
their groceries online, asking their reasons for buying online (Morganosky and Cude, 
2000). 
Over 70 percent of the respondents reported convenience and saving time as their 
primary reason for buying groceries online. The other reasons mentioned were 
physical constraints, hatred of grocery shopping or grocery stores, buying for 
business, an inability to avoid impulse buying, and the fact that the respondents do 
not like standing in line.”( Kari Tanskanen et al, 2002) 
 
2.7.1 Convenience  

“Convenience is the top priority to meet online consumers’ needs”. (Lohse and 
Spiller, 1998, Page 8) 
 
Convenience proved to be a major factor in development of e-grocery experienced by 
Tesco; “Tesco is marketing online groceries as a convenience, not as a low price 
option”. (Kelly Delaney et al, 2003) 
 
“One possible advantage is the ease of linking customer request to inventory” 
 Ordering online would reduce the number of questions pertaining to the physical 
location of products.” 
 “Customers may find it easier to search the database than the entire physical store. 
 In addition, given that so many items purchased in grocery stores are regular, repeat 
purchases, a customer can utilize a standing order format, only customizing it 
occasionally. 
This would greatly reduce the self-sourcing burden.” 
“Most importantly, the ease of shopping from home is likely to out weight the self-
sourcing activity from many today’s busy individuals.” 
“In online shopping, by picking groceries for the consumer, grocer takes back some 
of the work that consumers used to do themselves.” (ibid) 
 
“Customers are much more likely to waste time walking up and down store aisles for 
an item they can not find.” (ibid)  
 
Possibility of shopping from anywhere and at anytime is considered as convenience 
provided by e-commerce and is an indisputable consumer benefit as well. (Ankar B. et 
al, 2002 ) 
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 “In contrast to what has been commonly proposed and predicted, the customers who 
shop groceries online purely for reasons of convenience tend to be surprisingly few.” 
(Ankar B. et al, 2002 ) 
 
“Another dimension of shopping convenience is related to the assortment issue:  
customer value can also be created through individually tailored storefronts, e.g. with 
specialized assortment.” (Ankar B. et  al, 2002)     
 
“With Web technology, any virtual grocery store could easily become a specialty 
store for these customer segments, with systems, on demand, showing only products 
that fit the special diet of particular customer.” (ibid) 
     
“Chiger (2000) says about 67% of these online shoppers agreed that Convenience was 
the main reason they had bought via the Internet with 41% mentioning price as 
another factor.” (Casie Berning et al, 2004  )    
 
“In many cases, convenience and time-management are the key drivers among e-
shoppers (Change and McFarland, 1999)”    
“Surveys of customers indicate their frustration with the lack of convenience 
provided by “brick and mortar” stores. They report problems with crowded store 
conditions, out of stock merchandise, and poorly-trained salespersons, promoting 
shoppers to search for more favorable ways to brows and to purchase. In fact, retailers 
have been criticized for developing in-store strategies based on their own 
convenience, rather than that for their customers (Seiders et al., 2000). 
Convenience is a more complex notion than simply providing quick checkouts or 
locations close to home. In fact, shoppers are thought to clearly differentiate among 
various dimensions of convenience or retailer attractiveness (Alba et al., 1997). Several 
types of convenience can be considered throughout the shopping process. For 
instance, products that are easy to reach possess “access convenience”, while 
products that are easy to find and to compare exhibit “reach convenience” (Seiders et 
al., 2000). “Possession convenience” occurs when products are easy to obtain, while 
ease of purchase and return enable shoppers to have “transaction convenience”. In 
addition, shopping that is quick and without delays embodies “time convenience”. 
Shopping close to home, home delivery, and shopping through non-store methods at 
home are all ways of gaining “place convenience”. (Carol Kaufman-Scarborough et al, 
2002)  
E-shopping offers a similar set of conveniences, and also introduces some new 
conveniences for shopping. For instance, while e-shopping attempts to be quick and 
efficient, its round the clock availability adds a dimension of “schedule convenience” 
that allows the shopper to access merchandise and make comparisons regardless of 
the time of day (Bellman et al.,1999). E-shopping can be fit into one’s schedule, and can 
be started, paused, and resumed when interruptions occur. (ibid) 
In addition, “shopping bots” or search engines, such as mysimon.com, are computer-
engineered Web sites that search for specific product categories, tailored to 
consumer’s specific tastes. These screening agents create a list of Internet sites that  
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carry the category, plus prices, attribute information, and evaluations by experts and 
novice users, expanding “search convenience” to include comparisons. Such 
“comparison convenience” allows the e-shopper to go beyond their self-defined 
consideration set, as the shopping “robot” assembles a broader consideration set that 
is likely to include unfamiliar brands and retailers that may be acceptable once they 
are identified (Alba et al., 1997). Since e-shopping can be carried out from one’s home, 
work, school, or other locations, it also provides “energy convenience”. That is, 
since travel to the store is not  
required, and all comparisons can be done online, it is thought to reduce the mental 
and physical energy required to identify and evaluate alternatives. There is no need to 
multiple stores, or carry merchandise through the store into one’s car, and into one’s 
home. (ibid) 
Finally, e-shopping is available to all those who use a computer. While there are 
limitations in terms of vision, hearing, and other disabilities, it can be argued that e-
shopping eliminates many of the structural barriers that disabled shoppers have 
encountered in the bricks and mortar setting. This is another aspect of “access 
convenience” – the merchandise offered online can be inspected, compared, 
evaluated, and purchased without regard to many disabling conditions.” (ibid) 
             
         
2.7.2 Price, Pros and Cons 

“Price is the one element of the marketing mix that produces revenue; the 
other elements produce costs. Prices are the easiest marketing-mix element to adjust; 
product features, channels, and even promotion take more time. Price also 
communicates to the market company’s intended value positioning of its product or 
brand.”(Philip Kotler, pp. 470) 
“Price can be looked upon as the amount for which a product or service is exchanged, 
or offered for sale to potential purchases, irrespective to the value or worth.” (Tony 
Proctor, pp. 321)           
 
“Even if the grocer can perform this work(picking groceries for the consumer) more 
efficiently than the consumer, this will result in a cost increase. Such a cost increase 
is acceptable if and only if the consumer is willing to pay for it. Hence the implicit 
match between marketing and operation strategy for current online grocers is to 
charge consumers for this service. This service is attractive to consumers who are 
very busy and willing to pay for that.” (Kaemaeraeinen V. et al, 2001. ) 
“The concluding results presented in Figure 3 show that the e-grocery home delivery 
service can be actually be cheaper compared to the current costs of household 
customer visiting a supermarket.” (ibid) 
“The simulation results show that e-grocery home delivery service can actually be as 
much as 43 per cent cheaper to current costs of customers visiting the store using 
their own car and spare time.” (ibid) 
 
“A commonly stated consumer benefit of e-commerce is the possibility for price 
reductions resulting from increased competition as more suppliers are able to compete 
in an electronically open marketplace (Turban et al., 1999), as a result of reduced selling 
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prices due to reduction in operational costs (Brynjolfsson and Smith, 2000), and 
manufacturers internalizing activities traditionally performed by 
intermediaries.(Benjamin and Wigand, 1995) This benefit  is in line with the facts that: 
        - Competing by price is the most frequently used method in the grocery business,   
           and,  

   - Groceries are everyday necessities for which most consumers are loathing  
         to pay a premium. (Baker 2000)” (Kaemaeraeinen V. et al, 2001.-pp. 41 )  

 
 “Although e-grocery shopping has a lot to offer, a problem is that consumer prices 
are often higher than in traditional supermarket.” 
“These high prices are a result of inefficient home delivery and picking.” (ibid) 
 
“Chiger (2000) says about 67% of these online shoppers agreed that convenience was 
the main reason they had bought via the Internet with 41% mentioning Price as 
another factor.” (Casie Berning et al, 2004 )    
 
2.7.3 Choice 

“Studies have shown that the assortment is an important factor in store choice 
(Arnold et al..1983, 1998), and as the wider selection of items and the wider 
availability of hard-to-find products has been seen as an important consumer benefit 
of e-commerce (see for example, Alba et al.,1997).” (Ankar B. et al, 2002) 
  
2.7.4 Customer Service 
“From the customer’s point of view, home delivery is a new service that makes life 

easier, especially for people who have difficulties in getting to a store or who 
do not have time for shopping (see for example, Morganosky and Cude, 
2000).” (Kaemaeraeinen V. et al, 2001 -pp41) 

 
Order picking for consumers is a customer service provided by e-grocers. (ibid)    
                                 
Round the clock ordering and purchase possibility is a customer service offered by e-
grocers (Kelly Delaney et al, 2003,) 
                                               
“The actual home delivery transportation is usually an additional service provided 
using third party service providers. The home delivery service providers are using 
several different delivery concepts and service levels defined by e-grocers. By service 
levels we mean, for example, the delivery time window offered for the customers, i.e. 
how long the customer has to stay at home waiting for the delivery.” (ibid) 
 
“Operational alternatives include intermediary and direct. From a consumer’s point of  
view, the business model Internet grocers use is the same old thing; the only 
difference is that ordering takes place using the Internet and the items are delivered to 
the customer’s home. Upon closer examination though, there are actually two 
different business models (Kaemaeraerinen et al., 2001a, b). In the first model, Internet-
grocers serve as an intermediary in the supply chain by picking groceries from a 
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supermarket or “cash and carry”, and delivering these to the households. This 
Intermediary model is based on an assumption of occasional deliveries and small 
sales volumes but requires quick home delivery. When sales volumes are sufficiently 
large, it will need a totally new direct channel between the producers and the 
consumers. In this business model, Internet-grocers purchase items straight from 
producers or importers, stock products in local distribution centers and  
deliver directly to consumers. Streamline and Webvan in the USA, and Matomera in 
Sweden operate on this model. When the number of customers increases, order 
packing must take place in the distribution centers rather than in supermarkets to 
achieve better services and lower costs. To further decrease delivery costs, flexible 
method of receiving must be devised for customers. These service level alternatives 
will be described below. (Sachiko Ogawara et al, 2003)  
 
Attended reception is when goods are delivered with customers receiving them in 
person. On the other hand, if the goods are dropped off at the location without 
requiring customer presence, it is called unattended reception. In the latter, some kind 
of boxes must be in place for the delivery. Since unattended reception incurs the 
installation cost of boxes for new customers, this model slows down the company 
growth. For a company that looks for fast growth, perhaps attended reception is 
necessary. However, once the repetitive purchasing and stable demand of goods begin 
to take place, unattended reception proves to be more convenient to customers and 
more cost effective to companies. According to Punakivi and Saranen (2001), the 
unattended reception reduces home delivery costs by up to 60 per cent. However, due 
to its high cost and requiring customer commitment, unattended delivery has not been 
widely used. (ibid) 
Two types of boxes may be used in unattended deliveries: reception box and the 
delivery box. The reception box is simply a refrigerated, customer-specific reception 
box installed at customer’s garage or home yard. The delivery box is an insulated 
secured box equipped with a docking mechanism that deliverers can drop off and 
secure at the customer site. The reception box is a more effective mechanism for 
home deliveries since it requires less space on the truck. On the other hand, delivery 
box requires a smaller cost to achieve the unattended reception that potentially 
enables a faster growth rate and higher flexibility in the future. The drawback is the 
additional cost of collecting the empty boxes later.” (ibid) 
                            
2.7.5 Respect     
E-grocery customers are relieved from disrespectfulness of queuing in the busy lines 
of supermarkets for a long time especially after a hectic day; “The busyness of UK 
grocery stores is legendary and is well described by the term “trolley rage”, i.e. 
customers who are frustrated and stymied by the crowded markets.” (Kelly Delaney et al, 
2003.)   
 
Lack of face-to-face interaction in e-commerce (Boyer et al., 2002) sometimes is 
beneficial for customers to get relieved from facing with tired and frown cashiers and 
being disrespected consequently.   
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 (Donal Daly, 2002) in “Online Customer Respect” report argues: “Through interviews 
with users and multiple site visits across a range of web sites included in, and outside 
of, the scope of this report, six main elements of customer respect were identified. 
These are: 

 (1) Privacy,  
 (2) Transparency, 
 (3) Principles,  
 (4) Responsiveness,  
 (5) Simplicity,  
 (6) Attitude” (ibid) 

“These principles, when not appropriately put into practice, cause damage to the 
company and create great frustration for the customer.” (ibid) 
This report states that: “In defining the algorithms to calculate the Customer Respect 
Index (CR Index) we determined that the latter five elements (i.e. all except Privacy) 
constitute the core of the CR Index online. In addition to the 5 core elements, Privacy 
is awarded a score as a separate element. Parts of a company’s privacy policy, it 
language therein, or its accessibility, all have impact on the other measures whereas 
the Privacy Index is solely based on the privacy policy itself.” (ibid) 
•“Privacy is a factor that causes great concern to online customers” (ibid) 
•“The transparency Index focuses on how explicit companies are about their privacy 
policies and use the personal data.” (ibid) 
•“The principles by which a company operates are gauge we can use to speculate on 
the moral   guardrails or ethical boundaries that govern the action of the main players 
in the company.”  It is defined as: “the degree to which companies protect the 
personal data submitted to them and how mach control they give to the visitor 
regarding the use of their data.” (ibid) 
•Responsiveness which indeed has some overlaps with principles and may be treated 
somehow as a subset of principles, according to this report deals with: “how quickly 
and thoroughly companies respond to a general customer inquiry.” (ibid) 
•“The Simplicity element looks at how well designed the site is in terms of ease of 
use for visitor. Every customer or prospect that visits the site is investing valuable 
time and effort.” (ibid) 
•As far as Attitude is concerned, the report says that: “Definitely the most nebulous of 
the six indices, the Attitude Index examines a company’s treatment of its customer, 
its tone of communication, and the efficacy of customer service evidenced by its 
response to queries.” (ibid) 
“Gupta and Chatterjee consider the reason for purchasing reluctance to be security and 
privacy concerns, credibility of Web vendors.” (Helena Ahola et al, 2000)      
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2.8   Theoretical Frame of References 
 
2.8.1 E-Commerce 
 

E-Commerce consists of the buying, selling, marketing and servicing of products or 
services over computer network. (BambooWeb Dictionary) 
 
“E-Commerce is defined as: “the purchase of goods, services or other financial 
transactions in which the interactive process is mediated by information or digital 
technology at both locationally separate ends of interchange. 
 
“Electronic commerce is part of the broader world of e-business, a term which 
encompasses everything from web based EDI to the offering of a kidney, marijuana 
or even an unborn baby on a consumer-to-consumer auction site, from electronic 
procurement to e-banking a web-based customer servicing.” (Jason Rutter and Dale 
Southerton, 2000)   
 
“Sheth and Sisodia argue that evolving technology and changing lifestyles are the 
driving forces moving consumers towards the Web.” (Helena Ahola et al, 2000, pp. 4)         
 
There are many, varied definitions of e-commerce: Zwass’s (1996); definition of                 
e-commerce is adopted describing Internet commerce as: “The sharing of business 
information, maintaining business relationships, and conducting business transactions 
by means of Internet-based technology.” (Chia Chi Lin, 2003)    
 
“Reduced transaction costs and barriers to entry have brought the e-commerce 
economy closer to the utopian concept of perfect competition, which assumes 
complete access to information, many buyers and sellers, zero transaction costs, and 
no barriers to entry or exit.” (Zita Zoltary Paprika, 2003-pp26) 
 
“E-commerce is based on the expedient decision-making approach. It supports 
customers’ requirements for speed and comfort. Therefore buying online is not a big 
challenge or cultural shock for Western shoppers, but it is quite unusual for the 
reflective customers of the east. In the Western marketplace, e-commerce does not 
change people’s shopping habits and traditions, only the channel of the transaction. 
Moreover, because goods are less expensive online than in shopping malls, people are 
stimulated to shop online.” (ibid 
 
”However, e-commerce offers the opportunity for quick choices and lets customers 
surf and learn about all options. Because of its fast development and acceptance, e-
commerce could modify customer behavior and shopping habits in the West and East. 
Entrepreneurial and investment opportunities exist in e-commerce across three 
evolutionary stages: 

- Companies that serve domestic markets only, 
- Those that serve a geographical region’s population, and 
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- Those that serve worldwide markets. 

Opportunities within each stage reflect the maturity of a country’s market and 
business infrastructure. For greater success, e-commerce needs to recognize the 
different cultural backgrounds and needs of Eastern and Western people.” (ibid) 
E-business is associated with advantages/disadvantages/barriers and successes, as 
described hereunder: 
“The increased use of the Internet has suggested that there may be many advantages 
to both suppliers and customers in using e-commerce in a Web-based environment. 
However, disadvantages have also been expressed. E-commerce has at least five 
disadvantages: 
(1)- The largest is the lack of physical contact (human interaction), which prevents 

scrutiny of products and lack of face-to-face interaction. (Skyrme, 2001)  
(2)- Communication is different on the Internet because the interaction between the 

Website and the customer is often one way, the Web site providing information 
to the customer. (Cox and Dale, 2001)  

(3)- It is difficult to capture visitors’ attention as the Internet offers millions of Web 
sites. 

(4)- A staggering volume of information has expressed the uneven quality to 
customers. 

(5)- Online users are more upscale and technically oriented than the general 
population, making them ideal for computers, electronics, and financial services 
but less so for mainstream products (Kotler, 2000).” (Chia Chi Lin, 2003.) 

 
 
2.8.2 Grocery & E-grocery  
“Groceries and other food retailers operate in one of the more mundane, yet 
fundamental and pervasive industry segments in the world. Everyone eats, thus 
everyone must purchase food from some retail outlet. Consequently, the Grocery 
industry is a huge, fragmented and enormously competitive environment”. (Kelly 
Delaney et al, 2003 pp.187)  
 
“Multiple retail companies now dominate the sector, to the threat and decline small 
independent businesses (Verdict, 1996; Dawson, 2000). These independent stores 
face increased pressure from the multiple retailers’ superstores, small stores formats 
(such as the high street Metro stores) and petrol forecourts, and many are being 
squeezed out of existence altogether (Crewe and Forster, 1993).” “Independents who 
“enjoyed” over 60 per cent of the market share in 1950 have seen this market share 
halve by 1995 to just over 30 per cent (Sparks and Findlay, 2000).” (Adelina 
Broadbridge et al,  pp.394)  
 
 “Online shopping is a relatively recent phenomenon, giving consumers the 
opportunity to perform at least one aspect of the buying process online.” 
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According to (Anderson & Henrikson, 2000); “Electronic grocery shopping has been 
defined as shopping when at least part of the transaction is started electronically via  
third party services or the Internet, but paying and logistics are not necessarily 
performed digitally.” (Carl Lewis, et al, 2003-pp.207)  
 
 “Burke suggests several reasons for marketing food on the Web. For example, 
everyone has to eat, and shopping for food in a conventional store takes a lot of time 
and grocery shopping is also inefficient. In addition, most people do not like grocery 
shopping; cf. Boedker. Yet, daily consumer goods may not be the easiest product 
category to move from a physical to a virtual environment.” (ibid) 
 
“Selling groceries over the Internet is a tricky business (Baker 2000) due to several 
factors which seem to hinder the suitability of this product category for e-commerce, 
i.e.: 
• groceries are and will always remain tangible offerings, meaning that a full 

commercial cycle is unattainable via a network. 
• groceries are perishable products, which would suggest that consumers generally 

prefer to physically examine the quality of the product prior to the purchase (Canedy 
1999; Baker, 2000) 

• due to the tangibility and the perishable nature of the offerings, the e-grocery 
business will remain local in character 

• due to the high operational costs involved in e-grocering (cf.Kämäräonen et al., 2000), 
prices are unlikely to be competitive on the Web.”(ibid) 

• “Having considered the daily grocery shopping as a chore the consumers dislikes 
most next to going to the dentist (Corral, 1999), Electronic-Grocery-Shopping (EGS) 
is associated with some undeniable benefits.” (ibid) 

• “However, at the same time, there are some viable reasons for reluctance of 
consumers to broadly adopt with EGS, namely: 

• security and privacy concerns, credibility and reliability of Web vendors (Gupta and 
Chatterjee 1997) 

• reluctance of many people to try new technologies (Burke 1997) 
• high delivery charges (Sheth and Sisodia 1997)” 
 
“Preliminary results indicate that an ideal consumer for E-Grocery services (either 
pick-up or delivery) is 25 to 44 years old, has at least a college degree, household 
income between $50,000. and $100,000., and is likely to have children. These 
consumers are also less price sensitive than in-store shoppers because they have high 
opportunity costs of their time and more interested in convenience than price.” (Casie 
Berning et al, 2004) 
 
“If the e-grocers want to take a substantial piece of the grocery market, they have to 
offer their customers more value for their money than traditional grocers. The 
question is, however, whether the current business model of the e-grocers is sufficient 
for creating this additional value. 
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 A study entitled “Early learnings” from Consumers Direct Cooperative, an Adersen 
Consulting led consortium of 31 organizations, identified six major groups of 
potential on-line grocery shoppers.  
These  six  groups  are  presented  in  below  table: 
 

Major Groups of Online Grocery Shoppers 
No. Group Description 
1 Shopping avoiders Dislike grocery shopping 
2 Necessity users Limited in their ability to go to the store for some reason 
3 New technologists Typically young and comfortable with technology 
4 Time starved Insensitive to price and will pay extra to free up their schedule 
5 Responsibles Have available time and get an enhanced sense of self-worth from shopping
6 Traditional shoppers Older, avoid technology and genuinely enjoy shopping in a store 

*  (Johanna Smaros et al, 2000)          
 
        
2.8.3 The Iranian Market 

         
Country Background Information            (Mid.2002) 

- Poverty ( % of population below $ 1 a day)                           2.0 
- Adult Literacy rate ( % age 15 and under)                            78.1 
- Urban Population ( % of total population)                            65.4 
- GNI per capita (Atlas Method. $)                                     1,710.0   
- GNI per capita (PPP. $)                                                    6, 340.0 
- GDP growth ( 1990-95 and 1995-2002. %)                             4.0 

(Development Data Group, WORD BANK) 
               

ICT  Infrastructure & Access                            (2001) 
 - Telephone mainline per 1000 people                                      169 
 - (Telephone mainline) in large cities per 1000 people             381 
 - Waiting list (Thousands)                                                     1, 155 
 - Revenue per line $                                                                   398 
 - Cost of local call ($ per 3 minutes)                                        0.02 
 - Mobile phone (per 1000 people)                                              32 
 - Daily Newspaper (per 1000 people)                                         28 
 - Radios (per 1000 people)                                                         281 
 - Television sets (per 1000 people)                                            163 
(Development Data Group, WORD BANK) 
 
           Population & People                                                                             2002                  2003   
- Population (total, million)                                                           65.5              66.4 
-Total female                                                                            35,400,000. 
- Fem. labor force participation (%,Ages15-64,2002)                  30.0 
- Male labor force participation (%,Ages15-64,2002)                  80.0    
   (PRB 2002 Women of Our World)  
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2.8.4 Customers’ Value    
According to (Philip Kotler et al, pp 822), customer value is: “ the customer’s assessment 
of the product’s overall capacity to satisfy his or her needs.” 
 
“It is believed that customers do estimate which offer will deliver the most value for 
them. They are believed to be value-maximizers, within the bounds of search costs  
and limited knowledge, mobility and income. It is believed that buyers will buy from 
the firm that they perceive to offer the highest customer delivered value. Customer 
delivered value is the difference between the total customer value and total customer 
cost. The total customer value is the bundle of benefits customers expect from a given 
product or service (product value, service value, personnel value, and image value). 
Total customer cost is the bundle of costs customers expect to incur in evaluating, 
obtaining, and using the product or service (monetary cost, time cost, energy cost, and 
psychic cost). (Helena Ahola et al, 2000)         
“Customers face a vast array of product and brand choices, prices and suppliers. How 
do they make their choices? 
We believe that customers estimate which offer will deliver the most value. 
Customers are value examiners, within the bounds of search costs and limited 
knowledge, mobility and income. They form an expectation of value and act on it. 
Weather or not the offer lives up to the value expectation affects both satisfaction and 
purchase probability. 
Customer Perceived Value (CPV) is the difference between the prospective 
customer’s evaluation of all the benefits and all the costs of an offering and the 
perceived alternatives.” (Philip Kotler, pp60)  
 
Companies address needs by putting forth a value proposition, a set of benefits they 
offer to customers to satisfy their needs. The intangible value proposition is made 
physically by an offering, which can be a combination of products, services, 
information and experience. 
 
Value is given by: 
       Value =   Benefits =                    Functional    benefits  +   Emotional   Benefits                                 
                       Costs           Monetary Costs + Time Costs + Energy Costs + Psychic Costs    
(Philip Kotler,  pp 11) 
 
“From the perspective of a single grocery retailer, online or offline, customer value 
can created in four different ways; namely, by offering: 
1 competitive prices; 
2 a broad and/or specialized assortment; 
3 superior shopping convenience; and 
4 superior customer services  
(Ankar B. et al, 2002 ) 
 
Customer delivered value is a result of comparison of total customer value with total 
customer cost. There are a number of models that have been developed to assist our  
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understanding of value that customers expect from a given product or service (e.g. 
Engel et al., 1995; Murphy, 2001). For example, Holbrook (1999)  lists: efficiency, 
convenience and quality of products or services as customer value, and Ravald and 
Gronroos (1996) list: purchase price, acquisition cost, transportation, risk of failure or 
poor performance, as customer cost.” ( Chia Chi Lin, 2003) 
 
 “It is believed that customers do estimate which offer will deliver the most value for 
them. They are believed to be value-maximizes, within the bounds of search costs and 
limited knowledge, mobility and income. It is believed that buyers will buy from the 
firm that they perceive to offer the highest customer delivered value. 
Customer delivered value is the difference between the total customer value and total 
customer cost. The total customer value is the bundle of benefits customers expect 
from a given product or service (product value, services value, personnel value and 
image value). Total customer cost is the bundle of costs customers expect to incur in 
evaluating, obtaining, and using the product or service (monetary cost, time cost, 
energy cost and psychic cost). ’’ (Helena Ahola, et al, 2000) 
 
One way of achieving customer satisfaction is through understanding customer value, 
as perceived value is considered an important contributor to customer satisfaction 
(Woodruff, 1997). Value is considered to be an important constituent of customer 
satisfaction. In shopping, a value is often held dear to many customers’ hearts. A 
person’s set of values plays a very important role in consumption activities many 
products and services are purchased because people believe these products will help 
to attain a value-related goal (Solomon, 1999, p. 117). Values affect customers in 
determining evaluative criteria, answering the question, “Is this product for me?’’  
Value can be defined as principles or standards of an individual, group, organization 
or society as whole (Kenny, 1994). They reflect an individual or collective judgment as 
to what is valuable or important in life. (ibid) 
         
As Ravald and Gronroos (1996) observe the theories of consumer behavior research argue 
that “value” is constantly used in a context meaning values of consumers. Peter and 
Olson (1993), however, discuss another meaning of value, the value or utility the 
consumers receive when purchasing a product. Monroe (1990) defines customer 
perceived value as the ratio between perceived benefits and perceived sacrifice. (ibid)  
Kotler’s (2000) definition is similar to Monroe’s. Customer delivered value is the 
difference between total value and total customer cost. Total customer value is the 
bundle of benefits customers expect from a given product or service. Total customer 
cost is the bundle of costs customers expect to incur in evaluating, obtaining and 
using the product or service. Much research has been done in helping managers to 
understand what their customer value and to relate it developing marketing strategies 
(e.g. Mentzer et al., 1997; Walters and Lancaster, 1999). 
 
According to Kotler (2000) and Skyrme (2001), e-commerce also provides a number of 
benefits to customers: 

  • Convenience; 
  • Information; 
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  • Fewer hassles; 
  • Low procurement costs; 
  • Streamlined process; 
  • Private shopping; and 
  • Transaction can be instan.” (ibid) 

 
 “The electronic channel permits an organization to provide customers with a range of 
value criteria: 
  •  Convenience; 
  •  Personalization and interactivity; 
  •  Availability of vendor information; 
  •  No pressure from salespeople; and 
  •  Saving of time.” (ibid) 
 
 
2.8.4.1 Convenience  
  “Convenience is the top priority to meet online consumers’ needs”. (Lohse and Spiller, 
1998, Page 8) 
Convenience proved to be a major factor in development of e-grocery experienced by 
Tesco; “Tesco is marketing online groceries as a convenience, not as a low price 
option”. (Kelly Delaney et al, 2003) 
 
Possibility of shopping from anywhere and at anytime is considered as convenience 
provided by e-commerce and is an indisputable consumer benefit as well. (Ankar B. et 
al, 2002 ) 
 
“In many cases, convenience and time-management are the key drivers among e-
shoppers (Change and McFarland, 1999)”    
 
Convenience is a more complex notion than simply providing quick checkouts or 
locations close to home. In fact, shoppers are thought to clearly differentiate among 
various dimensions of convenience or retailer attractiveness (Alba et al., 1997). Several 
types of convenience can be considered throughout the shopping process. For 
instance, products that are easy to reach possess “access convenience”, while 
products that are easy to find and to compare exhibit “reach convenience” (Seiders et 
al., 2000). “Possession convenience” occurs when products are easy to obtain, while 
ease of purchase and return enable shoppers to have “transaction convenience”. In 
addition, shopping that is quick and without delays embodies “time convenience”. 
Shopping close to home, home delivery, and shopping through non-store methods at 
home are all ways of gaining “place convenience”. (Carol Kaufman-Scarborough et al, 
2002)  
E-shopping offers a similar set of conveniences, and also introduces some new 
conveniences for shopping. For instance, while e-shopping attempts to be quick and 
efficient, its round the clock availability adds a dimension of “schedule convenience” 
that allows the shopper to access merchandise and make comparisons regardless of 
the time of day (Bellman et al.,1999). E-shopping can be fit into one’s schedule, and can 
be started, paused, and resumed when interruptions occur. (ibid) 
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In addition, “shopping bots” or search engines, such as mysimon.com, are computer-
engineered Web sites that search for specific product categories, tailored to 
consumer’s specific tastes. These screening agents create a list of Internet sites that  
carry the category, plus prices, attribute information, and evaluations by experts and 
novice users, expanding “search convenience” to include comparisons. Such 
“comparison convenience” allows the e-shopper to go beyond their self-defined 
consideration set, as the shopping “robot” assembles a broader consideration set that 
is likely to include unfamiliar brands and retailers that may be acceptable once they 
are identified (Alba et al., 1997). Since e-shopping can be carried out from one’s home, 
work, school, or other locations, it also provides “energy convenience”. That is, 
since travel to the store is not required, and all comparisons can be done online, it is 
thought to reduce the mental and physical energy required to identify and evaluate 
alternatives. There is no need to multiple stores, or carry merchandise through the 
store into one’s car, and into one’s home. (ibid) 
Finally, e-shopping is available to all those who use a computer. While there are 
limitations in terms of vision, hearing, and other disabilities, it can be argued that e-
shopping eliminates many of the structural barriers that disabled shoppers have 
encountered in the bricks and mortar setting. This is another aspect of “access 
convenience” – the merchandise offered online can be inspected, compared, 
evaluated, and purchased without regard to many disabling conditions.” (ibid) 
 
2.8.4.2  Price 
“Price is the one element of the marketing mix that produces revenue; the other 
elements produce costs. Prices are the easiest marketing-mix element to adjust; 
product features, channels, and even promotion take more time. Price also 
communicates to the market company’s intended value positioning of its product or 
brand.” (Philip Kotler,  pp. 470) 
 
“Price can be looked upon as the amount for which a product or service is exchanged, 
or offered for sale to potential purchases, irrespective to the value or worth.” (Tony 
Proctor, pp. 321)           
 
- Groceries are everyday necessities for which most consumers are loathing to pay a  
  premium. (Baker 2000)” (Kaemaeraeinen V. et al, 2001.-pp. 41) 
 
“Chiger (2000) says about 67% of these online shoppers agreed that convenience was 
the main reason they had bought via the Internet with 41% mentioning Price as 
another factor.” (Casie Berning et al, 2004 )    
  
2.8.4.3 Choice 
“Studies have shown that the assortment is an important factor in store choice 
(Arnold et al..1983, 1998), and as the wider selection of items and the wider 
availability of hard-to-find products has been seen as an important consumer benefit 
of e-commerce (see for example, Alba et al.,1997).” (Ankar B. et al, 2002) 
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2.8.4.4 Customer Service 
“From the customer’s point of view, home delivery is a new service that makes life 
easier, especially for people who have difficulties in getting to a store or who do not  
have time for shopping (see for example, Morganosky and Cude, 2000).” 
(Kaemaeraeinen V. et al, 2001 -pp41) 
“The actual home delivery transportation is usually an additional service provided 
using third party service providers. The home delivery service providers are using 
several different delivery concepts and service levels defined by e-grocers. By service 
levels we mean, for example, the delivery time window offered for the customers, i.e. 
how long the customer has to stay at home waiting for the delivery.” (ibid) 
Attended reception is when goods are delivered with customers receiving them in 
person.  
 
2.8.4.5  Respect     
“The busyness of UK grocery stores is legendary and is well described by the term 
“trolley rage”, i.e. customers who are frustrated and stymied by the crowded 
markets.” (Kelly Delaney et al, 2003.)   
 
Lack of face-to-face interaction in e-commerce (Boyer et al., 2002) sometimes is 
beneficial for customers to get relieved from facing with tired and frown cashiers and 
being disrespected consequently.   
 
(Donal Daly, 2002) in “Online Customer Respect” report argues: “Through interviews with 
users and multiple site visits across a range of web sites included in, and outside of, 
the scope of this report, six main elements of customer respect were identified. These 
are: 

 (1) Privacy,  
 (2) Transparency, 
 (3) Principles,  
 (4) Responsiveness,  
 (5) Simplicity,  
 (6) Attitude” (ibid) 

This report states that: “In defining the algorithms to calculate the Customer Respect 
Index (CR Index) we determined that the latter five elements (i.e. all except Privacy) 
constitute the core of the CR Index online. In addition to the 5 core elements, Privacy 
is awarded a score as a separate element. 
 
•Responsiveness which indeed has some overlaps with principles and may be treated 
somehow as a subset of principles, according to this report deals with: “how quickly 
and thoroughly companies respond to a general customer inquiry.” (ibid) 
 
•“The Simplicity element looks at how well designed the site is in terms of ease of 
use for visitor. Every customer or prospect that visits the site is investing valuable 
time and effort.” (ibid) 
Gupta and Chatterjee consider the reason for purchasing reluctance to be security and 
privacy concerns, credibility of Web vendors.” (Helena Ahola et al, 2000)          
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2.9   Emerged Frame of References 
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Chapter 3: Operationalisation & Research Methodology 
 
 
3.1. Introduction 

Due to the particulars and characteristics of e-grocery, it is obvious that not very 
many of grocery consumers are the potential customers of e-grocery. 
This research is planned to gain insight into e-grocery in the Iranian Market, and 
the customer values that are influential in this sector. 
In this chapter, the area of questions and field study under operationalisation is 
conceptualized and the methodology of carrying out of field study and the 
processing and analyzing of gathered data is explained. 
In doing so, following operationalisation as the first step, the e-grocery market 
segment and the target customers in the Iranian Market in which the field study is 
focused on is defined. 
Being a pioneer in e-shopping in Iran, SHAHR-VAND Chain Stores has acquired 
valuable experience in this sector and possesses a data bank which is found very 
useful to explore facts and information, based on which the Iranian consumers are 
motivated to do e-grocery, so almost ten rounds of meetings were held with the 
management of SHAHR VAND Chain Stores in order for defining and planning 
the survey, and it was intended the population sample be drawn from SHAHR-
VAND Chain Stores’ data bank, on random basis. 
The research instrument, i.e. questionnaires, was composed accordingly. 
However, due to the fact that SHAHR-VAND Chain Stores has stopped its e-
grocery at the moment and has its e-shopping system under reconstruction, the 
population sample has been drawn out of the SHAHR-VAND Chain Stores’ 
recorded files and from the current shoppers, chosen randomly.        
Hence, these customers are considered as the population of this segment, out of 
which, sampling design is formulated and the population sample is drawn. 
 

3.2. Operationalisation 
 
This dissertation aims to determine and define which customer values are more 
effective and influential in motivating consumers to do e-grocery in the Iranian 
Market. Furthermore, the thesis will try to prioritize and rank these values. In 
fulfillment of this, the following issues have to be studied: 
                

•  The impact of convenience on motivating the Iranian consumers in   
    doing e-grocery. 
 
Convenience is the top priority to meet online consumers’ needs. 
However, convenience is meaningful more for those consumers who are 
limited in time, or consider conventional grocery shopping as a chore, or 
are after convenience in terms of access/ reach/ possession/ transaction/ 
place/ schedule/ search/ comparison/ energy, and at the same time. 
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Studying the importance of these factors among the Iranian potential e-
grocery customers will reveal how effective the convenience could be in 
motivating them in doing e-grocery and will give evidence of the impact 
of convenience. 
 
 
•  The impact of price on motivating the Iranian consumers in doing e-

grocery. 
 
A commonly stated consumer benefit of e-commerce is the possibility for 
price reductions resulting from increased competition as more suppliers 
are able to compete in an electronically open marketplace, as a result of 
reduced selling prices due to reduction in operational costs. Nonetheless, 
price can be looked upon as the amount for which a product or service is 
exchanged, or offered for sale to potential purchases, irrespective to the 
value or worth. 
Although e-grocery shopping has a lot to offer, in many instances the 
consumer prices are often higher than in traditional supermarkets. This 
results from the costs of picking groceries by the e-grocer. Such a cost 
increase is acceptable if and only if the consumer is willing to pay for it. 
On the top of that, the consumers shall pay the transportation and delivery 
charges which will further increase the actual landed cost of the purchases. 
However, price as a customer value for all customers including   e-grocery 
consumers is probably one of the perceived values in e-grocery, hence, the 
importance and influence of this factor on motivating the Iranian potential 
e-grocery customers shall be verified and measured.     
 
•  The impact of choice on motivating the Iranian consumers in doing 

e-grocery. 
 
E-grocery, as a virtual shop, potentially and systematically is not bounded 
and limited in space and location compared to conventional supermarkets. 
This advantage is a result of using suppliers’ warehouses and gives the e-
grocers the possibility of providing their customers with a wider selection 
of brands, qualities, prices, packaging, types, etc. In such environment the 
consumers are benefited from a broader choice in comparison with corner 
supermarkets. The choice as a customer value shall be investigated among 
the Iranian potential e-grocery customers and its importance as a 
motivation for doing e-grocery shall be measured and defined.  
 
• The impact of customer services on motivating the Iranian 

consumers in doing e-grocery. 
 
Some customers services such as but not limited to, order picking and 
order delivery, irrespective to the delivery spot are integral parts of all e-
grocery business models. The range of services varies based upon market  
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competition, customer behaviors and other environmental characteristics 
of the market. The most influential customer services on motivating the 
Iranian potential e-grocery customers shall be studied and the impact of 
this factor in attracting this group of customers to e-grocery business in 
Iran must be defined and measured. 
 
 
•  The impact of respect on motivating the Iranian consumers in doing 

e-grocery. 
 
In an electronic transaction, respect shall be looked into in the e-business 
context. 
This implies that respect in e-grocery contextually refers but not limited 
to, privacy/ transparency/ principals/ responsiveness/ simplicity and 
attitude. 
These principals, when not appropriately put into practice, cause damage 
to the company and create great frustration for the customer. 
 Moreover, getting customers relieved from lining-up behind the counters 
of busy superstores, or facing with tiered and frustrated frown cashiers 
may implicitly construed as respecting the customers. Cultural attitudes of 
customers define which of the aforesaid elements are considered as the 
most important ones in a given market. The importance and the limit of 
influence of respect factors in motivating the Iranian customer in doing e-
grocery shall be examined compared with other motives.  

 
3.3. Delimitation 

 
As discussed earlier, e-business and e-shopping is in its early stages in the 

Iranian market.  
Hence, this research is focused on only one source of data, i.e. SHAHR-VAND as the 
first mover. This may raise doubtfulness about applicability of results in other 
geographical and cultural areas different from the area in which SHAHR-VAND is 
operating. 
Therefore, the main delimitation of this dissertation is the source of data, i.e. SHAR-
VAND chain superstores’ data bank, as Population, from which a representative 
sample is drawn. 
 
Another delimitation of this thesis is lack of previous such studies in the Iranian 
market. 
 
More to these, time and budget constraints do not allow us to extend such study to 
other sources. 
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3.4. Methodology 

 
In this section, the research approach, research strategy, data source, validity 

and reliability will be discussed. These topics are ordered in a way to show the link 
between the gathered data and the information resulted thereof, and the research main 
and sub-questions. 
 
3.5. Research Approach 

 
[Denzin & Lincoln (1994) argue that there are two approaches available for 

researchers: quantitative approach & qualitative approach.   
 
Eldabi et al (2002) identified quantitative research typically has a “logical and linear 
structure”, in which hypothesis take the form of expectations about likely causal links 
between the constituent concepts identified in the hypotheses. Thus, the determination 
of the causal links specified by the hypotheses will result in acceptance, or rejection 
of the theoretical proposition. Hence, quantitative research places emphasis on 
methodology, procedure and statistical measures of validity.  Quantitative research 
methods also rely on the measurement and analysis of statistical data, to determine 
relationship between one set of data to another. The measurement of these variables 
may produce quantifiable conclusion. 
 
Bryman (1993) criticized quantitative research methods for their apparent orderliness 
and linearity, and their lack of concern over the influence of resource constraints. 
Gable (1994) suggested that for quantitative research to succeed in elucidating causal 
relationships, or in providing descriptive statistics, the instrument must ask the right 
questions, in the right way. Gable (1994) considers quantitative research to be 
relatively weak when used with the objective of discovery and during data collection. 
This is because once the research is underway there is little an investigator can do 
upon realizing that the crucial item has been omitted from questionnaire, or 
discovering that a question a question is ambiguous, or being misinterpreted. Gable 
(1994) therefore suggests that the researcher should have a good idea of the answers 
sought before starting the research like a survey. Hence, traditional quantitative 
survey research would appear to serve as a methodology of verification rather than 
discovery.   
 
According to Creswell (1994), quantitative approach is defined as “ an inquiry 
process of understanding a social or human problem, based on building a complex, 
holistic picture, formed with words, reporting detailed views of informants, and 
conducted in a natural setting.” 
 
Qualitative researchers consider that it is not possible to assign meaning to 
phenomenon (or behavior) without describing the context and understanding the 
position of the people who affect, or are affected by the phenomenon. Consequently, 
a qualitative investigation is interested in distilling meaning and understanding  
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phenomenon. However, qualitative research is not concerned with the measurement 
and qualification of the phenomenon but acquiring an understanding of the natural 
setting of the phenomenon through observation (Weick, 1984; Irani et al., 1999). 
 
Marshall and Rossman (1989) have identified the premises that from the underlying 
rationale for qualitative research. First, human behavior is significantly influenced by 
the setting in which it occurs, therefore, it is necessary to study this behavior in this 
settings. The physical setting and inter-normalized norms, roles and values are crucial 
and the researcher must operate in a setting where these variables exist. Qualitative 
research therefore provides a systematic, empirical strategy for answering questions 
about people in their own bounded social context, with the researcher interfering as 
little as “humanly” possible during the enquiry. In this circumstance, people make 
sense of their own experiences and create their “own” reality (Locke et al.,1993). 
Second, some techniques associated with experimental or quantitative research often 
influence the finding of the study. This is often the case because the subject may not 
be able to articulate it through the research condition, i.e. that of feelings, interaction 
and behavior. Finally, a researcher can not understand human behavior without 
understanding the framework in which subjects interpret thoughts, feelings and 
actions (Eldabi et al.,2002). 
 
Bryman (1993) described qualitative research as an “approach that studies the social 
world, and seeks to describe and analyze the culture and behavior of humans and 
their groups, from the point of view of those being studied.” 
 
In spite of the strengths of qualitative research, such methods do have inherent 
weaknesses (Miles and Huberman, 1984). The collection and analysis of data are 
time-consuming because of many types of data are collected. Hence, the sheer 
volume of data obtained may overwhelm the researcher and thus inhibit data analysis. 
Qualitative data analysis techniques are also considered “not easy”, as such methods 
are considered not well established (Cavaye, 1996). 
Bryman (1993) has identified a number of contentious issues regarding the use of 
qualitative research approaches. First, the inability of the researcher to interpret 
events from the subject’s point of view is questioned without biases. Thus, a multi-
method approach to data gathering can address this issue to certain degree (Lin, 
1976). Second, the relationship between theory and research can be weak, as 
qualitative research approaches are criticized for not instilling theoretical elements. 
Finally, the extent to which qualitative research can be generalized beyond the 
confines of a particular case is questioned, i. e. limited external validity (Eldabi, et 
al.,2002). 
Bell (1996) and Cohen and Manion (1994) suggested that researchers can address this 
issue through demonstrating that the study was conducted within a structured 
methodology, which is guided by theoretical concepts and models and the use of a 
number of data gathering methods and processes. Qualitative research however does 
not offer the pretence of replication, as controlling the research setting destroys the 
interaction of variables and therefore affects the underlying philosophy of this  
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research method.]  (Robert Ankmah Opoku & Muhammad Naeem Khan, 2004 

 
In terms of reasoning, inductive & deductive reasoning are two general approaches 
that may result in acquisition of new knowledge. Deductive reasoning is a theory 
testing process that takes its starting point from an established theory or 
generalization, and then seeks to see whether the theory applies to specific instances. 
In contrast, inductive reasoning is a theory building process that starts with 
observations of specific instances, and then seeks to establish generalizations about 
the phenomenon under investigation (Hyde, 2000). 
 
Based on the captioned discussions and with due consideration to the fact that the aim 
of this thesis is to draw general conclusions about the opinions in the selected sample, 
the quantitative approach has been found to be best suited. 
From the reasoning point of view, this research is an inductive one.                                
 
 
3.6. Data Source 

 
The sources of information used in order to create this dissertation are the data bank 
of SHAHR-VAND Chain Stores and interviews made with some of SHAHR-VAND 
Chain Stores’ managers. 
 
 
3.7. Data Source Background 
 
SHAHR-VAND Chain Stores belong to SHAHR-VAND Goods Service Co. (Joint 
Stock) that has been incorporated on Nov.1993 in Iran under registration No. 100753. 
Its headquarter situates at: No.103, Sh. Saeidi Street, Africa Blvd., Tehran. 
SHAHR-VAND started with its first store upon incorporation, with a total area of 
15’300. M2, out of which, about 3’450. M2 was allocated for sales. 
A year later, two more stores inaugurated and the number of stores increased to 6 in 
the subsequent year. At present, 10 SHAHR-VAND stores are operational in Tehran 
with a total area of 78’813 M2 and a total 28’672 M2 , as sales area. 
 
SHAHR-VAND Chain Stores started e-shopping through its web-site: 
www.shahrvandonline.com  about 3 years ago. A year after, e-selling stopped and 
SHAHR-VAND Chain Stores’ management decided to have it upgraded and 
reconstructed. 
This web-site is structured with 9 main departments namely; (i)Home Appliances, 
(ii)Cosmetics & Hygienic, (iii)Hand Crafts, (iv)Stationery, (v)Cameras, (vi)Audio-
Video, (vii)Computer, (viii)Food Stuff, and, (ix)Cloths. 
 
As far as grocery items are concerned, under Food Stuff Department, there are 10 
divisions i.e. (1)Dairy Products, (2)Vegetables, (3)Meat & Fish, (4)Cereal, Grains &  
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Pasta, (5)Dried Nuts, (6)Biscuits & Chocolates, (7)Spices, (8)Tea & Rice & Cooking 
Oil, (9)Caned Food & Compotes, (10)Drinks & Desserts. 

On March 2005, almost 1870 grocery items are listed by Food Stuff Department in 
SHAHR-VAND’s web site. However, the system will be operational as soon as 
upgrading and reconstruction are finalized. 
 

3.8. Sample Selection 
 

“One important step when conducting a survey is to select the sample size (i.e. the 
size of the population that is to be studied). However, the larger the size of the 
sample, the greater its precision or reliability, but there are constraints to be dealt 
with. The constraints are time, staff and cost. (Chisnall, 1997) (Greger Lundbäck, Mikael 
Söderberg, 2000  
  
“Selecting the unit of analysis, or the case is crucial. Case selection must be 
determined by the research purpose, question, propositions and theoretical context, 
but there will also be other constraints that impact on case selection. These include 
accessibility (whether the data can be collected from the case individual or 
organization), resources (whether resources are available to support travel and other 
data collection and analysis costs), and time available (Rowley 2002). 
 
Perry (1998) further argued that a researcher can use one case study only if one or 
more of the three justifications in Yin (1994) apply, and the appropriateness of two or 
more theories can be tested in each case but several case studies should usually be 
used in postgraduate research because they allow cross-case analysis to be used for 
used for rich theory building.” (Robert Ankomah Opoku & Mohammad Naeem Khan, 2004  
 
The constraints put forward by Rowley (2002) apply to this research; hence, the focus 
of this study is limited to SHAHR-VAND Chain Stores’ data bank which also 
provided the sample space. 
 
“Romano (1989) maintained that there are no precise guides to the number of cases to 
be included in the literature recommending the use of case studies hardly specify how 
many cases to be developed. This decision is up to the researcher. 
 
In selecting case, Stake (1994) revealed that representative is not the criteria for case 
selection rather the guarded choice of each should be made such that it either predicts 
similar results for predictable reasons or produces contrary results for predictable 
reasons. Eisenhardt (1989) argues that; “the random selection of cases is neither 
necessary, nor even profitable.” 
Patton (1990) listed 15 strategies of “purposeful sampling” (in contrast to “random 
sampling”) which can be used to select cases .” (Robert Ankomah Opoku & Mohammad 
Naeem Khan, 2004  
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With due consideration to above, the sample size has been determined with a 
precision rate of 0.5% and confidence level of 95%, based on the following 
calculation:  
                                                          −       − 
                                            Z2  

α  ⁄  2     P (1-P ) 
                                    n = ————————— 
                                                     α 2   

in which:    
                         n =   Sample size; 
                         Z =   The value of standard variate at a given confidence level ( to be 
read from the  
                                 table giving the areas under normal curve ) and it is 1.96 for a   
                                 95% confidence  
                                 level; 
                         α = Maximum error 
                                                        
                     — 
                      P =   0.5 as population proportion to estimate the most conservative of  
                              the sample size                       
 
Hence, the sample size is:                                             
                                           (1.96)2 (0.5) (0.5) 
                                   n = —————————— = 96  
                                                       (0.1)2 

 
 
3.9. Data Collection 
 
“According to Yin (1994) there are six sources of evidence useful in case studies 
namely; documentation, archival records, interviews, direct observations, participant 
observations, and physical artifacts. Rowley (2002) argued that each of these different 
sources requires different approaches to their interrogation, and is likely to yield 
different kinds of insights. Each source has its strength and weaknesses, and the 
richness of the case study evidence base derives largely from this multi-facetted 
perspective yield by using different sources of evidence.” (Robert Ankomah Opoku & 
Mohammad Naeem Khan, 2004 
 
“Wiedersheim-Paul & Eriksson (1997) states that a survey provides a situation where 
the cost per answer is low both in time and money.” (Greger Lundbäck, Mikael Söderberg, 
2000  
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However, according to Rowley (2002): “data collection and in general the execution 
of a good case study depends crucially upon the competence of the researcher.” 
“(Robert Ankomah Opoku & Mohammad Naeem Khan, 2004  
 
As we wanted to do our survey among the present and potential e-grocery customers 
of SHAHR-VAND Chain Stores, we found out the most feasible and reasonable way 
of accomplishing this without large investments in time and money was via a mail 
questionnaire. However, the critical issue that arose was how these customers could 
be reached and would be responsive to the questionnaires. These issues could be 
resolved by co-operation of SHAHR-VAND Chain Stores, by providing customers’ 
contact addresses and their recommendation to their customers for being co-
operative. 
 
In order to receive necessary assistance from SHAHR-VAND Chain Stores, an 
introductory letter explaining the objectives and purpose of the survey was served by 
Lulea University of Technology. 
In this introductory letter SHAHR-VAND Chain Stores was assured about 
confidentiality and was promised to receive the findings of the survey for their 
perusal.   
 
In formulating and designing of the questionnaires, conformity with research 
questions and operatioalization were the main concerns of the researchers. 
Nonetheless, this survey could not be completed without assistance and direct 
involvement of SHAHR-VAND Chain Stores. 
Therefore, in the meetings with Marketing Deputy and R&D Deputy as well as …… 
Deputy of  SHAHR-VAND Chain Stores, followed by series of meetings with market 
survey officers of SHAHR-VAND Chain Stores, it was concluded that the 
questionnaires be composed of a combination of questions, useful to attain 
information on e-shopping, including but not limited to e-grocery. 
Hence, the influence of SHAHR-VAND Chain Stores over the design of the 
questionnaires was observed.  
 
The response rate was greatly concerned in this survey. “Chisnall (1997) claims that 
by offering  the respondents some sort of gain, the response will increase.” (Greger 
Lundbäck, Mikael Söderberg, 2000  
 
It was thought that offering a possibility of winning a prize from SHAHR-VAND 
Chain Stores by taking part in a lottery would encourage respondents to answer the 
survey. The researcher had their contribution in preparing this prize. 
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3.10  Variables 
 
    The variables in this survey, based on which the questionnaires are composed, can 
be listed as follows: 

  •   Convenience 

  •   Price 

  •   Choice 

  •  Services 

  •  Respect 
The questions in the questionnaires are so composed to provide the researchers with 

knowledge about the motives of the Iranian customers in doing e-shopping for the 
grocery items. 

  
3.11 The Questionnaire 
  

The questionnaire had to be composed in Persian language, as annexed 
hereto. The responses were transferred into an English version of the questionnaire, 
according to the attached sample, upon receipt. This required ample work and 
diligence in order for being exact. The questionnaires were accompanied with a 
covering page, in which the purpose of the survey was described by the researchers. 
Furthermore, SHAHR-VAND Chain Stores also contributed with a text, explaining 
how the results could gain the customers as well as SHAHR-VAND Chain Stores in 
developing and enhancing the customer services in Food Stuff Department. 
Engineering of the questionnaire was in a way to make the questionnaire appealing to 
the respondents, in order to help increasing the response rate as much as possible. 
 
The questionnaire was designed in 3 main parts. The first part contained nineteen 
questions to provide information about evaluation of remote purchasing approach by 
the customers and defining the customers’ expectations. However, the majority of the 
questions raised in this section are general questions which are not directly linked 
with the previously presented operationalisation and variables thereto. The researches 
had to yield to this condition set as a prerequisite by SHAHR-VAND Chain Store 
management. The answers to this part would give researchers the information 
necessary for e-shopping motives and constraints, as well as the most critical factors 
that influence e-shopping including e-grocery. In this section, Likert scale has been 
observed only where applicable. 
All questions were closed questions. It means that the answers to these questions are 
predefined and fixed and just needs to be check-marked by the respondents. The 
opposite to closed questions is open question that means the answer calls for repose 
more than a few words. (Kaulio, 1999; Chisnall, 1997) 
 
In the second part of the questionnaire, containing twenty two questions, the idea of 
customers about e-shopping and brick-and-mortar shopping has been put into 
question. All questions in this part are in Likert scale and are closed questions. Except  
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4 questions which refer to general aspect f e-shopping all questions are directly linked 
to the variables of the dissertation. 
 
Third part of the questionnaire comprises of five screening questions, provides 
researchers with the information necessary for gender, age, income, literacy, etc. 
classification. 
The Likert scale was employed because it provides simple means for the respondent 
to answer questions about the degree of feelings. Furthermore, “the Likert scale is 
regarded to have high reliability and simple construct (Chsnall, 1997)”. (Greger 
Lundbäck, Mikael Söderberg, 2000 
 
In order to further refine and enhance the clarity of the questionnaire, the initial 
sample of the questionnaire was given to a small group of six respondents and some 
of the questions were modified, reworded and changed accordingly. 
 

However, over 100 of questionnaire and introductory letter packages were 
prepared. In almost a week, the packages were hand delivered to the addresses 
received from SHAHR-VAND Chain Stores. The answers were collected within 10 
days later. The collected answers were delivered to market survey department of 
SHAHR-VAND Chain Stores, where the survey results investigation and data 
extraction were planned and coordinated with SHAHR-VAND staff.  
The investigation was carried out during July 2005. The method chosen for 
distribution and collection of questionnaires maintained 100% response rate and a 
high reliability level. 
 
 
3.12 Validity and Reliability 
 

High validity and reliability has been major concerns in this dissertation. So, 
much effort had to be invested in creating these two principal factors. 

 
3.12.1  Validity 

“The validity aspect revolves around how well the questionnaire is able to 
measure what it is aimed to measure. The main types of validity are the internal and 
the external validity. 
The internal validity refers to how well the theories and operationalised definitions 
are connected. 
The external validity revolves around how correlation shall be made between the 
results of the measurement when using the operationalisations, and the reliability 
(Wiedersheim-Paul & Eriksson, 1997).” (Greger Lundbäck, Mikael Söderberg, 2000 – 
“Customer Perceived Value”- Master’s Thesis – 2000:301- Lulea University of Technology”   
 
In order to improve the validity of the results of this dissertation, researchers with 
careful deliberation bridged the questions with the variables previously mentioned in 
operationalisation. However, due to the fact that SHAHR-VAND Chain Stores 
management influenced the composition of the questions so that it contain some  
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questions with no direct relevance to the variables, but in line with e-grocery in 
general, and researchers could not deviate from this precondition, the responses 
mainly to the first section of the questionnaire had to be refined in the stage of data 
input.  
 
Nevertheless, regardless the usage of the included general questions by SHAHR-
VAND Chain Stores, these general questions helped the respondents to get the overall 
idea of the survey better and be exact in responses as much as possible. Therefore 
researchers believe that general questions have helped improving of the validity. 
 

3.12.2  Reliability 
“Reliability refers to the stability and consistency of the results derived from 

research: to the probability that the same results could be obtained if the measures 
used from research were replicated (Chisnall, 1995, p.34). 
Widersheim-Paul & Eriksson (1997) describes some fallacies that are to avoid in 
order attaining high reliability. One of these is measuring error, which in turn consists 
of respondent errors, gauging errors, and errors that are effect of the interplay 
between the interviewer and the respondent. 
 The respondent errors are such errors that are due to the fact that respondents 
sometimes are unable or unwilling to provide truthful answers. 
 The gauging errors arise when a questionnaire entails erroneously formulated 
questions, wrong order of question elect eras (Wiedersheim-Paul & Eriksson, 1997)” 
(Greger Lundbäck, Mikael Söderberg, 2000  

 
In order to minimize the probability of a biased research, this dissertation started with 
a considerable literature review. The literatures were carefully selected among the 
valid e-grocery, e-shopping, and customer value related articles recently published in 
the reputable and well-known journals. By doing so, reading from only one author or 
reading only about one topic has been held at a minimum.  
 
A scrupulous manner in language and wording has been maintained minimizing 
respondent errors. 
Moreover, clarity and transparency of the questions helped avoiding ambiguous or 
emotional charged formulations. More to this, the sample survey conducted by giving 
the questionnaire to a small group of six respondents, further helped in minimizing 
the respondent error.  
 
The gauging errors have been kept minimized by maintaining order and similarity of 
the task of the questions.  
 
However, due to the fact that the source of this thesis is only one company, namely 
SHAHR-VAND, although it is a large and pioneer in this field, it is hard to assess the 
extent and magnitude of reliability in this thesis. If similar survey were done in the 
near future and among the similar population, i.e. people of a large city like Tehran, it 
is likely to have similar findings. Nonetheless, if such study be carried out some years  
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later, or in other cities with different culture, living style and customers’ buying 
behavior of inhabitants, less similarity in results and findings would be expected. 

 
3.13 Non-responses  

 
“According to Chisnall (1997), the non-response is a critical limitation of a mail 
survey. The main problem of non-response is that the one that do not respond could 
have very different opinions compared to the ones that have answered the survey.” 
(Greger Lundbäck, Mikael Söderberg, 2000  
 
Based on reviews we as the researchers have made a response rate of 50% were found 
adequate. In order to maintain such a rate, 200 customers were selected on random 
basis from the data bank of SHAHR-VAND Chain Stores. Besides, prize incentive 
used to boost the return rate of the survey.  
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Chapter 4 : Data Presentation 
 
4.1   Introduction 
 

In this chapter the results of the survey is dealt with. Questions 1 to 19 except 
three questions i.e. 2, 14 & 15 in the first section,, and questions 10, 11,20 & 22 in the 
second section as well as all questions in the third section deal with generality of e-
shopping and e-grocery. The general questions are verified and the results of 
verification are presented. Although the results of survey on the questions directly 
liked with the operationalisation have been in the focal point of the researchers and 
are presented separately. 
 
4.2   General results 
 

Figure 4.1 shows sex distribution in the representative sample which is very 
close to the national sex pattern of Iran. This further shows the appropriate level of 
reliability of the findings. 

Male
47%

Female 
53%53% 

47% 

 
Figure 4.1 -  Sex Distribution 

 
 
The results show that 52 number   (53 %) of the respondents are female in the age of 
21 to 60, out of them 83% is employed with an income rage of 150'000. to 700'000. 
Tomans   per month. 
 
The male respondents are 46 persons (47 %) in the age of 21 to 70 and a monthly 
income of 200'000. to 1'200'000. Tomans. 
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Figure 4.2 represents age distribution of the respondents, both male and female. 

31-40
37%

21-30
54%

51-60
2%

61-70
1%41-50

6%

 
Figure 4.2 - Age Distribution of the Respondents 

 
 
 
Figure 4.3 demonstrates the monthly income of the male and female respondents. 
 

7'000'000-
10'000'000

>10'000'000 <2'000'000 2'000'000-
3'000'0001% 16%

35%2%

5'000'000-
7'000'000

9%
3'000'000-
5'000'000

37%

 
Figure 4.3 - Monthly Income of Male and Female Respondents 

 
 
 
The results also indicate that a majority of respondents, except for 11%, are with 
higher education degree. 
Figure 4.4 indicates the education distribution of the male and female respondents. 
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Bs
62%

Technichian
4%

High School
11%Ms

23%

 
Figure 4.4 - Education Distribution of Male and Female Respondents 

 
In section two of the questionnaire, questions 10 to 19 are made for those respondents 
who agree and like to do e-shopping. According to the results 67 % of the 
respondents are agreeable and 33 % disagree. 
 
Figure 4.5 reflects the distribution of agreeable and disagreed respondents 

No
34%

Yes
66%

 
Figure 4.5 - Agreeable and Disagreed Respondents 

 
 

4.3   Other aspects 
Some other aspects have been asked in the questionnaire to determine which 

factor of goods have more potential in stimulating  growth of e-grocery in the Iranian 
market, from customers' point of view.  
These factors are mentioned as follows and for each of them; there is a graph which 
shows Iranian customers' opinion about the importance level of the factor for 
different type of goods: 
 
4.3.1 The Quality 

According to Fig. 4.6 below; Deli with 28% & Dairy Prod. with 25% are more 
sensitive to quality, according to the responses. 
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Fig. 4.6 Importance of Quality for different goods 

   
 
4.3.2 Brand name 

According to Fig.4.7 below, Cosmetics & Sanitary items with 32% and 
Cleaning & Washing items with 20% are more sensitive to brand name from the point 
of view of the respondents. 
 
 

Band Name (Popularity)

%
٠

%
٢

%
٢

%
٣

%
٨

%
٨

%
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%
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%
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None
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Crops

Beverages
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Cans & Compotes

Dairy Prod.

Cleaning & Washing Items

Cosmetics & Sanitary Items 

 
Fig. 4.7 Importance of Brand Name for different goods 

 
4.3.3  Freshness  
According to Fig 4.8 below, Deli with 30%, Dairy Prod. with 29% & Vegetables with 
28% are more sensitive to freshness, based upon the responses. 
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Fig 4.8  Importance of the Freshness for different goods 

 
 
4.3.4 Touch/See or Taste 
According to Fig 4.9 below, Deli with 23% and Vegetables with 22% are more 
sensitive for being touched/seen or tasted in buying process according to the 
respondents. 
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Fig 4.9  Importance of Touch/See or Taste in buying different goods 
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4.3.5 Respondents' Willingness to e-grocery 

The survey result shows 66% of respondents are agreeable to buy their 
required grocery items via e-grocery, while 34% of respondents disagree, as Fig. 4.10 
below demonstrates.   

 

No
34%

Yes
66%

 
Fig. 4.10 Agreed and Disagreed respondents 

 
 

4.3.6 Opinion of Male & Female respondents about e-grocery 
The result of survey shows different idea of male and female about their 

willingness about e-grocery; while 78% of male have answered yes to willingness 
about e-grocery; just 58% of female are willing to e-grocery. However, in general the 
majority of respondents are for e-grocery. The Fig. 4.11 below represents the rate of 
willingness among male and female respondents. 

Male

Yes
78%

No
22%

 Female
No

42%
Yes
58%

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
Fig. 4.11 Rate of Willingness to e-grocery shopping among the male & female 

respondents 
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4.4    Results of Operationalisation Variables 
 
4.4.1 Convenience 

 
While some of the general questions somehow reflect convenience, questions 1 

to 4 as well as 7 to 9 and 14 and 15 from the second section of the questionnaire are 
directly and indirectly focused on convenience and over 28 percent of the respondents 
fully agree with the idea that internet shopping for e-grocery items is convenient, 
while 49 percent agree, 16 percent is passive, 6 percent disagree and 1 percent fully 
disagree with the idea. 
 
 
Figure 4.12 below represents the responses about convenience with distinction of 
male and female respondents for each choice of answer. 

 

28%16%
6% 1%

49%

fully agree
agree
passive
disagree
fully disagree

 
 

Figure 4.12 - Convenience from the view point of Male and Female Respondents 
 

 
4.4.2    Price 

 
Question 2 of the first section implies the price. 

 Findings show that 15% of the respondents believe that price is an important factor 
in buying dairy products, 19% consider importance of price for deli, 9% for crops, 
13% for vegetable, 3% for beverages, 11% for dried fruits and nuts, 3% for compotes 
and cans, 14% for cosmetics and sanitary items, 7% for cleaning and washing items, 
while 6% believe that price is not an important factor for none of the said items (Fig 
4.13). 
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Figure 4.13 – Importance of price in grocery goods' category 
 

In the second section questions 5 & 6 are focused on price. Result of the survey 
shows that 6 % of the respondents fully agrees with the matter that e-grocery 
shopping is more economical, while 34 % agrees, 45% is passive, 14% disagrees and 
1% fully disagrees (Fig 4.14). 

6%

45%

14% 1%
34%

fully agree
agree
passive
disagree
fully disagree

 
Figure 4.14 - E-grocery shopping is more economical 

 
As far as being more expensive is concerned, 5 % fully agrees, 34% agrees, 45% is 
passive, 11% disagrees and 5% fully disagrees (Fig 4.15). 
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5%

45%

11% 5%
34%

fully agree
agree
passive
disagree
fully disagree

 
Figure 4.15 - E-grocery shopping is more expensive 

 
4.4.3 Choice 

Questions 12 &13 are focused on choice, and 1% of the respondents fully 
agree that    choice in e-grocery shopping is an interesting advantage, and 40 % 
agrees with this matter, 44% is passive, 14% disagrees and 1 % fully disagrees (Fig 
4.16). 

1%

44%

14%

1%

40%
fully agree
agree
passive
disagree
fully disagree

 
Figure 4.16 - Choice in E-grocery shopping is an interesting advantage 

 
 

4.4.4 Customer Services 
Questions 14 and 15 from the first section of the questionnaire and questions 

16 and 17 from the second section are focused on customer services. According to 
the findings from the questions raised in 24% of the respondents are in a position to 
pay extra charge for home delivery of the orders while 76% have rejected it. 
However, based on the results of the question 16 from the second section 29% of 
the respondents fully agree that home delivery is an interesting advantage in e-
grocery shopping and 56% agree with idea, 14% is passive, 1% disagree and 
nobody fully disagrees(Fig 4.17). 
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29%
14%

1%
0%

56%

fully agree
agree
passive
disagree
fully disagree

 
 
Figure 4.17 - Home delivery is an interesting advantage in E-grocery shopping 
 
 The result of question 15 from the first section indicates that 31% of the 
respondents agree to set a time window to receive their orders, while 69% are 
unable to comply with such setting.  Moreover, the findings of question 17 of the 
second section of the questionnaire show that 15% of the respondents fully agree 
that information services provided in the web sites of the e-shops is stimulating       
e-grocery shopping, while 46% agrees, 34% is passive, 5% disagrees and nobody 
fully disagrees with the idea(Fig 4.18). 

 

15%

34%

5% 0%

46%

fully agree
agree
passive
disagree
fully disagree

 
Figure 4.18 - Information in the web sites is stimulating E-grocery shopping 

 
 

4.4.5 Respect 
In the second section of the questionnaire, questions 18, 19 and 21 deal with 
respect. The results show that 23% fully agree with idea that e-grocery shopping is 
associated with respect, while almost 50% agree, around 18% is passive, over 8% 
disagree and around 1% fully disagree with that(Fig 4.19). 
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23%
18%

8% 1%

50%

fully agree
agree
passive
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fully disagree

 
Figure 4.19 - E-grocery shopping is associated with respect 

 
Nevertheless, questions 10, 11, 20 and 22 of this section are about general 
attractions of e-grocery shopping and findings show that a majority of over 37% is 
passive about these attractions and 30% are against the idea, while over 23% agree 
with that. However, over 7% is fully agreeable and almost 6% fully disagree(Fig 
4.20). 

7%

36%

29%

6% 22% fully agree
agree
passive
disagree
fully disagree

     
Figure 4.20 - General attractions of E-grocery shopping 

 
 The following graph illustrates the finding of the second section of the questionnaire 
(Fig 4.21). 
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Figure 4.21 – Second section of questionnaire results 
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Chapter 5: Data Analysis and Conclusions 

 
Introduction 

 
In this chapter the results from the survey will be analyzed in the first section, in 
order to make it possible a general conclusion is drawn and the research questions 
be answered. In the second section, the provided theoretical frame of references will 
be compared to the results. In this section, the comparison will show how far and to 
what extent the theoretical frame of references and results match and the gaps will 
be defined. The third part of this chapter contains the recommendations and 
implications of the researchers of this dissertation. In the forth section of this 
chapter suggestions for further research will be made by the researchers. 
 

   
5.1  Analysis of the Results 

With due regards to the research questions and the results attained through the 
survey it is possible to depict e-grocery in the Iranian market and appreciation of the 
Iranian customers based upon the seated perceived values. 
In this section of Chapter 7, the perceived values and results will be examined in the 
frame research questions. 
 
 
5.1.1 The Impact of Convenience on motivating The Iranian Customers in  doing e-

Grocery:  
Convenience plays a major role in development of almost all new systems 

and methods introduced to market. Convenience has been the key factor in 
development of traditional grocery and converting it into e-grocery, by which 
customers shop around and do their grocery shopping more conveniently and more 
pleasantly.  
Only 7 (a 6+1) percent of respondents disagree and fully disagree with the idea that e-
grocery is a convenient way of doing grocery shopping through internet, and 16% 
showed passive. At the same time a considerable percentage of the respondents, i.e. 
79% agree and fully agree with that. 
In the absence of a competition in this sector of the market even higher rate of 
dissidence was expected. However, by analyzing the results it is obvious that 
Convenience is a key factor for the Iranian customers in e-grocery shopping. 
 
 
5.1.2   The Impact of Price on motivating The Iranian Customers in  doing  
           e-Grocery:  

Although Price is one of the concerns of the shoppers, it is always looked 
upon as the amount for which a product or service is exchanged, irrespective to the 
value or worth. That is way a mixed result has been attained through the survey. It is 
concluded that almost all respondents are reluctant to pay a premium for purchased  
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goods through e-grocery. However, in the second section of the questionnaire most of 
them, i.e. 59% if we consider the passive portion; believe that e-grocery can not be  
expected to be as economical as traditional grocery shopping. In another part of the 
questionnaire only 15% of the respondents disagree and fully disagree with the fact 
that e-grocery shopping could be more expensive than grocery shopping.  
Nevertheless, as far as Price is an element and factor in shopping which is linked with 
other costs, e.g. time / effort / choice / etc., and is associated with gains such as 
convenience / respect / prestige / etc., it has not been found as a major factor in 
neither motivating nor discouraging the Iranian customers in doing e-grocery. 
 
 
5.1.3     The Impact of Choice on motivating The Iranian Customers in doing           
              e-Grocery:  
According to the survey a relatively small portion of the respondents, i.e. 15% 
(14+1), disagree and fully disagree with the idea that choice is not an important and 
interesting factor in e-grocery. However, 41% (1+40) of them fully agree and agree 
with it. Taking into consideration the passive respondents, it can be concluded that 
Choice is considered relatively important for the Iranian e-grocery customers. 
 
 
5.1.4   The Impact of Customer Service on motivating The Iranian Customers The   
           Impact of Choice on motivating The Iranian Customers in doing  e-Grocery: 
Although a large portion of respondents in the survey showed their reluctance in 
paying an extra charge for home delivery of the ordered goods, a considerable 
portion, i.e. 85% (15+46) fully agree and agree with the fact that home delivery as a 
Customer Service is one of the most interesting and attractive factors of      e-grocery. 
Nonetheless, being 34% of the respondents as passive, it can be concluded that some 
of the respondents may either not have a positive or negative experience with the task 
or assess Customer Service as a complex task comprising of different interactive 
factors that can not be answered through one or two questions. This survey proved 
that Customer Service and home delivery as an instance of Customer service is 
appreciated very much by the Iranian e-grocery customers. 
 
 
5.1.5   The Impact of Respect on motivating The Iranian Customers in doing             
           e-Grocery: 
The survey proved that a total 73% (23+50) fully agree and agree that e-grocery is 
associated with respect for the shoppers by giving them the chance not to queue at the 
counters of the shops or being caught in a crowded shop. 
However, among different factors that can be construed as respect, e.g. being treated 
by shop attendants and staff, the Iranian showed their interest to the prestige which is 
associated with e-grocery shopping as a contemporary way of shopping. 
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5.1.6 Ranking of the Customer Values 
Taking into account the percentage of fully agree and agree respondents to the 
captioned factors, the following ranking is concluded from the view points of the 
Iranian customers of e-grocery: 
   
 1.  Customer Service   85%   -  Fully Agree & Agree 
   2.  Convenience           79%   -  Fully Agree & Agree 
  3.  Respect                    73%   -  Fully Agree & Agree 
  4.  Choice                     41%   -  Fully Agree & Agree 
  5.  Price                       19%    -  Fully Agree & Agree 
 
 
5.2 Comparison between the Theoretical Frame of References and Findings 
Comparison between the theoretical frame of references and findings is examined 
hereunder. 
 
5.2.1 E-commerce 
With a comparison between the theoretical frame of references and the analyzed 
findings, it is concluded that e-commerce and internet shopping is appreciated in Iran 
in the same manner as to other countries with due consideration to the local 
particulars. This sector is developing locally in accord with development of internet 
and communication infrastructures. 
 
5.2.2 E-grocery 
Although e-grocery is in its early stages in the Iranian market, the middle class people 
and above, mainly educated young people are the main customers of this sector. 
 However, e-grocery looks to have a very close similarity in the experiences it had in 
the other places. 
 
5.2.3 Iranian Customers 
A sex pattern and indexes, close to the ones defined for the Iranian population, can be 
seen in the e-grocery customers in the Iranian market. 
 
5.2.4 Customers’ Values 
Iranians’ Customer Values are very similar to the customers’ values elsewhere; 
however, it is influenced by cultural and economical factors. 
These values are likely different in ranking compared to other nations. 
According to the references reviewed in this dissertation, in many cases convenience, 
choice, customer services, and price are highly considered by the customers in order 
and respect comes in the bottom of the list, while these Customers’ Values are ranked 
differently in Iran, as mentioned under 5.1.6, herein above.   
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5.3 Suggestions for extending research 
The survey undertook in this research was focused on a group of customers of a 
particular chain stores company, in a mega-city. The said chain store company does 
not operate in all zones of the city and it operates in the selected areas identified by 
the market study and defined base on its STP.  
 
There is an important question on how far and to what extend we can generalize the 
conclusions drawn out of these findings.  
 
It seems that the determinants for different groups of people living in different areas 
of the city for doing or avoiding e-grocery shopping can vary. 
 
This survey did not extend the study into other groups of people living in the 
residential complexes and district at the edge of the mega-city.  
 
Due to some facts, young generation is the main inhabitant of these residential 
complexes consisting of several high-rise buildings with small flats. Taking into 
account that young generation is computer literate in a high rate, work hard and is 
time limited, loves fun and normally is not new system avoider, hence these places 
can also be targeted for carrying out further research. 
 
Moreover, other large cities of Iran like ISFAHAN, MASHAD, TABRIZ, etc., can be 
other places to be surveyed in the future in order to make it possible more generalized 
conclusion could be drawn on this subject in the Iranian market.    
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را تکميل  ذيل پرسشنامه خود، دقايقی از وقت ارزمشند صرف با لطفا گرامی، مهشهری
 فرمائيد

         
.

Appendix  A 

 
 
 
 

 به چه ميزان به مرغوبيـت اجنـاس عرضـه شـده در شـهروند اطمينـان                  -١
 ؟داريد

 

 انتظارات مشرتی و ارزيابی روش خريد غيرحضوری ناخت        ش
 های شهرونداز فروشگاه

خيلی
زياد

خيلی   کم  متوسط زياد
 کم

 

 
 
 

ين امهيت   در انتخاب کداميک از اقالم ذيل، قيمت برای مشا بيشرت          -٢
 را دارد؟

را با گذاشنت  گزينه ٣تا حداکثر توانيد در هر سوال در صورت متايل می
 . به ترتيب انتخاب فرماييد٣ تا١عددهای

/ ميوه خواروبار پروتئينی لبنی
 سبزيجات

  نوشيدنی 

کنسرو/کمپوت تنقالت لوازم  
/ آرايشی

 هبداشتی

لوازم  
/ نظافت
 ستشو

  هيچکدام 

 
 بـرای مشـا بيـشرتين       کيفيـت  در انتخاب کداميک از اقالم ذيل،        -٣

 امهيت را دارد؟
/ يوهم خواروبار پروتئينی لبنی

 سبزيجات
  نوشيدنی 

کنسرو/کمپوت تنقالت لوازم  
/ آرايشی

 هبداشتی

لوازم  
/ نظافت
 ستشو

  هيچکدام 

 
 برای مشا بيشرتين امهيت را      تازگی در انتخاب کداميک از اقالم ذيل،        -٤

 دارد؟
/ ميوه خواروبار پروتئينی لبنی

 سبزيجات
 نوشيدنی 

لوازم کنسرو/کمپوت تنقالت
/ آرايشی

 هبداشتی

لوازم  
/ نظافت
 ستشو

 هيچکدام 

 
 بـرای   )معروفيت(نام جتاری    در انتخاب کداميک از اقالم ذيل،        -٥

 مشا بيشرتين امهيت را دارد؟
/ ميوه خواروبار پروتئينی لبنی

 سبزيجات
  نوشيدنی 

کنسرو/کمپوت تنقالت لوازم  
/ آرايشی

 هبداشتی

لوازم  
/ نظافت
 ستشو

  هيچکدام 
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 کداميک از اقالم ذيل، را حتما قبل از خريد بايد از نزديـک              -٦

  منائيد؟ملس و يا چشيده/ديده
/ ميوه خواروبار پروتئينی لبنی

 سبزيجات
  نوشيدنی 

کنسرو/کمپوت تنقالت لوازم  
/ آرايشی

 هبداشتی

لوازم  
/ نظافت
 ستشو

  هيچکدام 

 
هفتگی و يا ماهانه تا چه ميزان بـرای مشـا           /زانهخريدهای رو  -٧

 خبش دارد؟جنبه تفريحی و لذت
خيلی 
زياد

خيلی  کممتوسط زياد 
 کم

 

 
هفتگی و يا   / چه عاملی مشا را از مهه بيشرت در خريدهای روزانه          -٨

 دهد؟ماهانه رنج می
ايستان 
 درصف

پيدا 
کردن 
کاالی 
مورد 
 نياز

شلوغی  
 فروشگاه

اب و ذهاب به اي
محل اجناس خريداری   فروشگاه

  شده

کمبود وقت و صرف 
 وقت جهت خريد

نام         ( ساير 
):..........................................بربيد

 
ماهانـه خـود را؛ بـدون       /هفتگی/ مايحتاج روزانه  د آيا حاضري  -٩

 :مراجعه حضوری خريداری منائيد
      خير    بلی

 در صورت پاسخ مثبت به سوال فوق؛ کداميک از اقالم ذيل را حاضريد              -١٠
  بـــــــه صـــــــورت غيرحـــــــضوری خريـــــــداری منائيـــــــد؟ 

 .)توانيد بيشرت از يک گزينه را عالمت بزنيددر صورت متايل می(
/ ميوه خواروبار پروتئينی لبنی

 سبزيجات
  نوشيدنی 

کنسرو/کمپوت تنقالت لوازم  
/ آرايشی
یهبداشت  

لوازم  
/ نظافت
 ستشو

  هيچکدام 

 
 دهيد؟ چه روشی را جهت پرداخت در خريد غيرحضوری؛ ترجيح می-١١

-پيش
پرداخ
 ت

): نام بربيد(  ساير نقدی اعتباری
.................. 

 
 دهيد؟ چه روشی را جهت سفارش در خريد غيرحضوری، ترجيح می-١٢

رساي تلفنی آبومنان اينرتنتی ): نام بربيد(  
.................. 
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 چه روشی را جهت انتخاب کاالی موردنظر در خريد غيرحـضوری،            -١٣
 دهيد؟ترجيح می

توضيحات  کاتالوگاينرتنتی
تلفنی 

پراتورا

نام (ساير
):...................بربيد  

 
 در خريد غيرحضوری، آيا حاضريد بابت سرويس حتويل در منزل،           -١٤

 ای مازاد برقيمت کاال بپردازيد؟هزينه
     خير    بلی

 
 در خريد غيرحضوری، آيا حاضری زمانی معـين از روز را بـه              -١٥

 انتخاب خودتان جهت دريافت کاال در منزل مبانيد؟
     خير    بلی

 
 مهمرتين عاملی را که به نظر مشا موجب توسعه خريد غيرحضوری            -١٦

 گردد چيست؟می
لت و سهو

 راحتی
جويی در هزينهصرفه  جويی در زمانصرفه    

اطالعات جنبی موجود در  سرويس حتويل در منزل  تنوع بيشرت
 سايت

 

): ............................نام بربيد(ساير   پرستيژ  

 
 
 چه نوع اطالعاتی در صورتی که خبواهيد مايحتاج روزمره خـود            -١٧

 را  بيشرتين امهيـت   انتخاب کنيد؛ برای مشا      را از طريق اينرتنت   
 .) مشخص کنيد٥ تا ١های لطفًا ترتيب امهيت را با مشاره(دارد؟ 
  قيمت وزن  تصوير کاال
تاريخ 
 مصرف

): نام بربيد(ساير  نام جتاری 
............................

 
 

 از  دهـی و خريـد اينرتنتـی مايحتـاج روزانـه کـداميک             در سفارش  -١٨
 ترين ويژگی است؟ های ذيل به نظر مشا ضروریويژگی

سرعت وب 
 سايت

بندی موضوعی کاالطبقه امکان جستجو کاال    

امکان 
مقايسه 
هاقيمت  

پيشنهاد کاال براساس  
 خريد قبلی مشا

  پيشنهاد کاالهای حراجی
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 کداميک از عوامل فرعی ذيل را بـرای يـک وب سـايت ارائـه                -١٩
 دانيد؟ تر میتاج روزمره، ضروریمايح

  وجود سرگرمی صفحات منقش  سادگی
وجود اخبار 
 روزانه

): نام بربيد(ساير  اطالعات سهام، بورس 
............................
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گزاره       و مطالعه سؤاالت از پس يکی از گزينه      لطفا ذيل، با انتخاب خود   های ها، نظر
خريد غير     خواروبار بصورت   حضوریرا در مورد خريـد         اقالم بـا مقايـسه در اينرتنتی

اقالمحضوری   اعالم فرمائيد اين

        
        
 ،.

گزارهسؤال و  کامال  
-بی موافق موافق

کامال  خمالف تفاوت
 خمالف

 در روش غيرحضوری اينرتنتی پيدا کردن کاالی مورد نظر-١
 راحترت است

     

 بـه مشخـصات کـاال در روش غيرحضوری اينرتنتی دسرتسـی      -٢
 راحترت است

     

 در روش غيرحــضوری اينرتنتــی حــذف شــدن مکــان خريــد-٣
       يک مزيت جذاب است) نزديکی/دوری(

 در روش غيرحضوری اينرتنتی سرعت خريـد و در اختيـار-٤
 گرفنت کاال بيشرت است

     

      تر است خريد غيرحضوری اينرتنتی مقرون به صرفه-٥
       در خريد غيرحضوری اينرتنتی قيمت کاال گرانرت است-٦
      جوئی زمان است خريد غيرحضوری اينرتنتی موجب صرفه-٧
روزی بـودن خريـد غيرحـضوری اينرتنتـی، مزيـت شبانه -٨

 جذابی است
     

 در روش غيرحضوری اينرتنتی انرژی کمرتی از خريدار -٩
      شود میگرفته

      تر است در روش غيرحضوری اينرتنتی کيفيت کاال مطلوب-١٠
 در خريد غيرحضوری اينرتنتی ملس نکردن کاال، حمـدوديت-١١

 کندايجاد منی
     

 قدرت انتخاب در خريد غيرحـضوری اينرتنتـی، مزيتـی-١٢
 جذاب است

     

      های بيشرتی برای مشرتی دارد خريد اينرتنتی، گزينه-١٣
ريــزی امــور روزانــه بــا خريــد غيرحــضوری برنامــه-١٤

 اينرتنتی، سهلرت است
     

 راهنمائی تصويری و نوشتاری در صـفحات اينرتنـت را-١٥
 دهمبه راهنمائی شفاهی فروشندگان ترجيح می

     

اال توسـط در روش غيرحضوری اينرتنتـی محـل و نقـل کـ            -١٦
 فروشگاه، مزيت جذابی است

     

 اطالعات موجـود در سـايت در خريـد اينرتنتـی موجـب-١٧
 ترغيب بيشرت به خريد است

     

       خريد غيرحضوری اينرتنتی يک روش مطابق روز است-١٨
 حذف صف خريد، در روش خريد غيرحضوری اينرتنتـی يـک-١٩

 مزيت جذاب است
     

تـر از خريـد حـضوریخبش خريد غيرحضوری اينرتنتی لذت    -٢٠
 است

     

 در خريد غيرحضوری اينرتنتی، عـدم روبـرو شـدن بـا-٢١
 افراد خمتلف در يک مکان يک مزيت جذاب است

     

 انتقال جتربه خريد غيرحضوری اينرتنتی، بـه ديگـران-٢٢
 برايم خوشايند است
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مهشهری حمرتم، حال خبش انتهائی پرسشنامه را پيش رو داريد، پاسخ مشا به ايـن               
 .منايدقسمت ما را در حتليل نتايج اين نظرسنجی ياری می

 
  مرد  زن  جنسيت

ــيله وســــ
 نقليه

 ندارم  دارم 

  جمرد متأهل  وضعيت تأهل
  خير  بلی  شاغل بودن

شاغل بـودن
 مهسر

  خير  بلی  

 
  ): سال(سن 
٢١-٣٠ ١٨-٢٠

 
٣١-٤٠

 
٥٠-
٤١

 

٦١-٧٠ ٥١-٦٠
 

باالی
٧٠

  

 : شغل
 پزشک دبير استاددانشگاه
 کارمند حقوقدان مهندس
دارخانه دانشجو

 
 نام آزاد

 :..................بربيد
 : ............................نام بربيد ساير

 ):تومان(ماهيانه سطح درآمد 
کمرت از
٢٠٠،٠٠٠

 ٣٠٠،٠٠٠ –
٢٠٠،٠٠٠

 ٥٠٠،٠٠٠ –
٣٠٠،٠٠٠

 

٧٠٠،٠٠٠ – 
٥٠٠،٠٠٠

 ١،٠٠٠،٠٠٠ –
٧٠٠،٠٠٠

بيش از 
١،٠٠٠،٠٠٠

 

 :سطح حتصيالت
 ليسانس فوق ليسانسدکرتی
فوق
ديپلم

ديپلم 
 

زير ديپلم
 

 
 ماز مهکاری و شرکت مشا در اين حتقيق متشکري
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Appendix  B 

 
 
 
Dear Customer; 
 
As a pioneer in setting-up internet stores in Iran, SHAHR-VAND Stores has a 
plan underway to develop this sector. 
Development and enhancement of such selling system roots in deep 
understanding of the customers' desires, and to plan for satisfying such desires. 
You are selected by our computer system as one of the 200 customers of 
SHAH-VAND as the source of information requires in polling. 
By allocating a few minutes of your precious time, you will help us in better 
recognizing such desires. 
Your cooperation will contribute leading us towards favorable results. 
In return to this collaboration, one of the respondents will receive a NOKIA 
Mobile set as a gift, based on drawing lots, and we hope you are the winner of 
this gift. 
In the event you wish to know about the results of this polling, you may contact 
Mr./Ms……………… in ………… department. 
Your personnel information, even though very limited, except those used in 
screening of respondents, will be merely used in drawing lots. 
Once again, we wish to thank you for your cooperation with your store. 
Please rest assured that your cooperation will provide us an opportunity in 
further extension of our most sincere and best services to you and other citizens. 
 
 With Regards 
Marketing & Sales Manager 
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Dear Citizen! 

You are kindly requested to allocate some minutes of your precious time and fill-in this 
questionnaire. Thank You 

 
 
 
 

1- How far do you believe- in the quality of goods offered in SHAHR-VAND Stores?  

 

Realizing the Customer’s Expectations and appraisal of remote shopping in SHAHR-VAND 
Chain Stores  

Very Low  Low  Average  High  Very High  
 
 
 

2- In which of the followings, “Price” is the most important factor for you? 

You may check-mark three answers of your choice, prioritizing by 1 to 3, in each question. 

Beverages  Vegetables  Crops  Deli  Dairy Prod.  

None 
 Cleaning & 

Washing 
Items 

 Cosmetics & 
Sanitary Items  

 Cans & 
Compotes 

 Dried Fruits 
& Nuts 

 

 
3- In which of the followings, “Quality” is the most important factor for you? 

Beverages Vegetables  Crops  Deli  Dairy Prod.  

None  Cleaning & 
Washing Items 

 Cosmetics & 
Sanitary Items  

 Cans & 
Compotes 

 Dried Fruits & 
Nuts 

 

 
 

4- In which of the followings, “Freshness” is the most important factor for you? 
Beverages Vegetables  Crops  Deli  Dairy Prod.  

None  Cleaning & 
Washing Items 

 Cosmetics & 
Sanitary Items  

 Cans & 
Compotes 

 Dried Fruits & 
Nuts 

 

 
 
5- In which of the followings, “Band Name (Popularity)” is the most important 

factor for you? 
Beverages Vegetables  Crops  Deli  Dairy Prod.  

None  Cleaning & 
Washing Items 

 Cosmetics & 
Sanitary Items  

 Cans & 
Compotes 

 Dried Fruits & 
Nuts 

 

 
 

6- Which of the following goods must be seen / tasted or touched before 
purchase?  
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Beverages Vegetables  Crops  Deli  Dairy Prod. 

None  Cleaning & 
Washing Items 

 Cosmetics & 
Sanitary Items  

 Cans & 
Compotes 

 Dried Fruits 
& Nuts 

 

 
7- How far daily / weekly or monthly shopping is a fun for you? 

Very 
Low  Low  Average  High  Very High  

 
 

 8- Which of the followings you consider as a chore in daily/weekly or monthly 
shopping? 

Carrying 
goods home  

Going back 
and forth to 
shops 

 Shop’s crowd ness 
Searching 
for needed 
goods 

 Lining-up  

  Others. (Please Explain)    Time constraint for shopping       
      

 
9-Are you interested in remote shopping? 

    No    
Yes    
        

 
  [If “Yes” to the question 9 above please continue, otherwise go to question 20]  

  
10-Which of the following items you are more interested to shopping remotely?  (You may 

select more than item) 
Beverages Vegetables  Crops  Deli  Dairy Prod.  

None  Cleaning & 
Washing items 

 Cosmetics & 
Sanitary Items  

 Cans & 
Compotes 

 Dried Fruits & 
Nuts 

 

 
11- Which method of payment you prefer most in doing remote shopping? 

  Others.(Please indicate)….  Cash  Credit    Depositing  
 

12- In doing a remote shopping, which way you prefer most in placing an 
order? 

  Others.(Please indicate)  By Telephone  Subscription  
  Via 

Internet  
 

13- What way of choosing of your needs do you prefer in doing remote 
shopping? 

  Others(Please indicate)  
Description by an 
operator  Via Catalogue  Via Internet  
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14- Are you in a position to pay an extra charge for home delivery in remote 
shopping? 

  
  No    

Yes    
      
  

 

   
15- Are you in a position to stay home, at a time window set forth by you, to receive your  
      order? 

    
No    

Yes    
      
      

 

 
16- In your opinion, which of the following factors is more influential in development of  
        remote shopping? 

Time saving  Cost saving  Convenience  
Complementary information in the site  Home delivery  Variety of Choice  

  .   Prestige                                 Others.(Please name) 

 
17- In doing shopping via internet, which of the following characteristics are of the  
       highest importance to you? 

Price  Weight  Picture of the goods  
Others (Please name)  Brand Name   Expiry Date 

  
 
18- Which of the following factors facilitates an internet shopping of daily needs, in the 
        most? 

Goods’ classification  Browsing  Web site’s speed  

  Providing auctions 
Order based on your previous 
purchase  Price comparison  

  Offering new goods                    Others.(Please name)….. 
 
 
 

19- Which of the following sub-factors are more useable in a web sit providing daily 
needs? 

Having entertainment  Decorated pages  Plainness  
      

Others (Please name)….  
Stock, Burse, Gold, etc., 
information     Daily news 
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Please read the following statements and questions and provide your idea about comparison of e-grocery shopping vs. brick-and-mortar grocery 
shopping. 

Statements and Questions Fully 
Agree Agree Passive Disagree Fully 

disagree
 

 1- In e-grocery shopping, finding goods is easier       

 2- In e-grocery shopping, the goods’ information is more convenient to   
      access      

 3- In e-grocery shopping, elimination of the place of purchase  
     (Proximity/Distantness) is an interesting advantage      

 4- In e-grocery shopping, purchasing and having the goods is faster 
       

 5- E-grocery shopping is more economical 
      

 6- In e-grocery shopping, the price of goods is higher  
      

 7- E-grocery shopping is associated with time saving 
       

 8- Round-the-clock purchasing possibility in e-grocery shopping is an  
     interesting advantage      

 9- E-grocery shopping takes lesser energy from the shopper 
      

 10- In e-grocery shopping, the quality of the goods is higher 
      

 11- In e-grocery shopping, not touching of goods is not a limitation 
       

 12- In e-grocery shopping, choice extent is an interesting advantage 
      

 13- E-grocery shopping is associated with a broader choice extent for the  
      shopper      

 14- E-grocery shopping makes daily life planning easier 
       

 15- I prefer pictorial and written guiding in the  web pages to the oral  
       guiding of the sale staff        

 16- In e-grocery shopping, delivery of goods by the shop is an interesting  
      advantage      

 17- In e-grocery shopping, the provide information on the web site  
       provokes more purchase      

 18- E-grocery shopping is a contemporary way of shopping 
      

 19- In e-grocery shopping, elimination of lining-ups is an interesting      
       advantage       

 20- E-grocery shopping is more fun than the brick-and-mortar shopping 
      

 21- Not facing with different people in the same place is in interesting  
       advantage in e-grocery shopping      

 22- It is interesting for me to transfer my e-grocery shopping experience   
      to others      
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Dear Fellow-Citizen! 
      Now, you have the last part of the questionnaire in your front. Your answers to 
this part will help us in analyzing the results of this poll. 
 
Sex  Male Female  
Car  I have I don’t have  
Marital Status  Married Single/Divorced  
Having a job  Yes No  
Having an incumbent spouse  Yes  No  

 
Age 

18 – 20         21 – 30    31 – 40       41 – 50    
        

51 – 60    61 – 70           Over 70       
 
Job / Occupation 

University 
professor  Teacher  Doctor  

      
Engineer  Lawyer  Officer  

      
Student  Housewife  Self -Employed 

 

 
      

Other  Please name……. 
                   

 

 

Income level [ in TOMAN,  ( 10 Rials) ] 
Below 200 000.  200 000.-300 000.   300 000.-500 000.  

    
  

500 000.-700 000.  700 000.-1 000 000.   Over 1 000 000.  

 
Education Level 

 
“We wish to thank you for your participation in this research.” 

PhD     
Ms   

   Bs        

      

Technician   High School    Below High School    
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